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ABSTRACT 
Sales forecasting affects almost every area of 
activity in industry. The importance of a sales fore-
cast can never be underes timated. The choice of the 
right forecasting technique is essential for a company 
to operate efficiently. 
The purpose of this thesis i s to show that expo-
nential smoothing as a sales forecasting device and as 
a device to predict demand for production and inventory 
control purposes is more accurate, more efficient and 
le ss time consuming in its application than other con-
ventional forecasting techniques. 
Exponential smoothing is a simple procedure for 
calculating a weighted moving average ; the greatest 
weight is assigned to the most recent data of actual or 
predicted sales. This paper discusses the effectiveness 
of simple methods of exponential smoothing with regard 
to accuracy, computational simplicity, and flexibility 
in order to adjust the prediction to the rate of response 
of the forecasting system. It is not necessary to select 
and work with complicated economic indicators , etc . 
A number of commonly used forecasting devices are 
presented and an a nalysis of their strengths and weak-
ness es a r e discussed . Among the statistical forecasting 
iii 
tools constructively criticized are: correlation analy-
sis (simple, multiple, linear and non linear), time ser-
ies analysis, and moving averages (simple and weighted). 
Actual problem solutions and valid arguments are pre-
sented to prove that exponential smoothing is highly ad-
vantageous. Practical applications of exponential 
smoothing show real life cases where the experiences of 
a number o f companies indicate exponential smoothing to 
be extremely beneficial. 
The academic discussions as well as practical ap-
plications o f the technique in operation indicate expo-
nential smoothing to be a most successful method. It 
requires less data than any type of forecasting method 
while remaining highly flexible because a modi f ied for e -
cast can be ma.de by simply changing the smoothing constant 
When used in conjunction with data processing equipment, 
exponential smoothing makes it possible t o f orecast demand 
a ccurat e ly on a weekly basis . It is easily adapted to 
high speed electronic computers so that expected demand 
as well as detection of and correction f or trends can be 
measured as a routine matter . It makes it possible t o 
measure current distribution of forecast errors item by 
item. There fore, exponential smoothing i s particularly 
well sui t ed for item fo r ecasts which may be needed for 
determining re- order points, material s planning , e conomic 
iv 
order quantities in materials management and scheduling 
in production control . 
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INTRODUCTION 
I . ROLE OF SALES FORECASTING 
A sal es forecast may be defined as an attempt to 
determine tbe vol ume o f sales wbicb can reasonably b e 
expe cte d by a c ompany at s ome future time . 1 It is usu-
ally a statistical pro jection modified by tbe judgement , 
knowledg e, opinion, and intuition o f tbe individual s wbo 
know tbe product under study . The accura cy , frequenc y , 
a nd d e t a ils of for e cas t s , as well as t h e p e ri ods t o which 
they appl y, will qui te probably vary , depending upon the 
type o f industry , tbe type of c ompany, a n d tb e type o f 
manag ement probl ems wbicb are enc ountered . There is n o 
sing l e pattern. I n the business worl d t oday, manag ement 
is ma king more and more us e of forecasts in many areas 
of tb eir bus inesses . As on e author put s it, " For e ca sts 
a re indis p ensabl e in pla nning . All de ci s ion s invol ve 
pl anning . 11 2 However, many for ecasters say tbat it is 
1Robert J . Pa uli s , 
casts, " (Ki ngston, R . I. : 
1967)' p . 1 . 
"Sales a n d Ma nufacturi n g For e -
Uni versi ty o f Rb ode I s l and, 
2El mer C. Br a tt , Bu s i ne s s For e casting ( New Yor k : 
McGra w Hi ll Book Company , 1 958 ), p . 1 . 
2 
almost impossible to reach any definite, concrete state-
ment of future conditions; that the best any man can do 
is to make his assumptions very carefully and make a 
complete and detailed study of them. In such a way his 
forecasts will then become more plausible, reliable, or 
useful. One may very well ask at this point, "Why do 
businessmen forecast?" In economic environments, busi-
ness conditions tend to fluctuate. Due to the uncer-
tainty, the investor attempts to reduce the possibility 
of a loss. This is best done by attempting to predict 
what the future has in store for the business. 
, In recent years more and more attention has been 
given to business forecasting. The businessman sees the 
need f or forecasting in two broad areas of planning: 
the needs resulting from short-term changes in demand 
and the area of those needs arising from long-term changes 
in demand. In its inventory planning and the ability to 
fill orders, businessmen ne e d to know h ow much to produce. 
Almost every company needs a long range forecast. That 
is, a non-routine report ma.de expressly t o suit the spe-
cial n eeds of a company's management. Long range fore-
casts are most useful for planning of production facili-
ties and raw materials needed for production. They a re 
consequently expressed in terms of normal and peak levels , 
3 
rather than a ctual levels. 3 It is expensive to have too 
much or t oo little capacity. With limited production 
capacity, some orders will not be filled and the per 
unit cost is increased due to high operational costs. In 
order to have a production capacity which will satisfy 
most of the demand in prosperity, yet not leave the 
businessman bankrupt in less prosperous times, the busi-
n essman must have the knowledge of the long term demand 
for his product. Corning Glass Works has a five year 
sales forecast. Its purpose is to provide a guide for 
long range sales and manufacturing plans. It has pro-
vided that company with a means to plan future require-
ments for manpower, manufacturing facilities, and re-
search and devel opment pr o jects, so tha t an orderly 
approa ch to mee t these requirements may be developed. 4 
Some other areas in which long -range planning is neces-
sary a re capital investment a nd the procurement of plant 
or equipment . In decidin g wheth er or not to undertake 
long-term borrowing, the company must be a.ware of future 
3B.E.Estes , "What Management Expects of Forecast-
i ng ," Sal es Forecasting, Special Report No . XVI of Ameri-
can Management Association, ( New York: American Manage-
ment As sociation, Inc., 1956), p. 17. 
4Richard L . Pa.t e l y , "Preparation and Coordination 
of Forecasts a t Corning Gl ass Works ," Sales Forecasting, 
Spe cial Report No . XVI , of American Manag ement Associa.-
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conditions. If the foreca s ts show that demand f or the 
product will fall off during the next five or ten yea.rs, 
the executives and boa.rd of directors would probably 
agree that it would not be advisable to float a long-
term loan. If on the other hand, future demand for 
-sales of the product is on the upsurge , the officers of 
the company would probably agree that, in view of the 
optimistic future outlook , this would be a g ood time to 
make a capital investment and take out a long-term loan 
if necessary. Whether a sales forecast looks 5, 10, or 
15 yea.rs a.h ead will depend on the individual company, 
the nature of its product, the relative c ost of its equip-
ment as well as its economic life, and the rate of obso-
lescence o f its products. Some c ompanies, particularly 
in those industries which depend directly on natural re-
sources for their raw materials, may need extremely long 
range projections. Forecasts of this n a ture a.re used in 
making decisions regarding prospecting a ctivities , rat e 
of development of mineral and other resources and loca-
tion of ma j or new f a cilities. Oth e r less important areas 
where the l ong-range demand for the product must be t aken 
into considerati on a.re industries such as the alcohol and 
tion~ ( New York : American Management Association, Inc., 
1 956 ), p. 115. 
to bacco industries where the process of aging plays an 
important role. 
5 
In addition to long-term forecasts, there is a 
continuous need for forecasting "Near-future" develop-
ments.5 As contrasted with long-term forecasting, short-
term forecasts indicate actual future levels rather than 
an average expectation. Private business uses short-term 
forecasting in many areas. Among them are anticipation 
of future sales and the setting of sales quotas, inven-
tory management, pricing and wage policies, budget makin& 
production planning, and employment policies. 
In arriving at an effective inventory policy, the 
company must gear its production schedules to anticipated 
sales rather than to actual sales. If a forecast c ould 
c ome close to predicting a nd unders tanding th e pro s p e ct s 
in the near future, it would be possible for the company 
to avoid some of the rapid changes which often occur in 
product i on pla nning , sche duling and inv entory contr ol. 
The effect of future demand for the product can also be 
seen in the area of employment. If future sales are g o-
ing t o b e g ood, the c ompany will hire more empl oyees in 
orde r to mee t the demand by increasing production and 
inventory. However, if the outlook for the near future 
5Br a tt, 212.· cit., p . 4. 
is poor, the company may be forced to impose a cut-back 
in employment, with a resulting cut-back in production 
and inventory. 
The future level of sales is als o important to 
6 
know when setting prices. If a company saw that in the 
future its costs would rise, it certainly wouldn't want 
to lower its prices. And conversely, if the near-future 
markets are n ot expected to be stron g , the company would 
most likely avoid raising its prices. 
Short-term forecasting is necessary also in the 
area of budget making. If the budg et in production and 
sales for the coming year is geared to future sales lev-
els rather than to actual sales levels, it will be much 
more practical. If a budget is g eared to current sales, 
it may n eed p eri odic adjus tment i f and wh en sales l e v els 
change in the future. By gearing th~ budget to future 
sales right from the start, the adjustments which may be 
co s tly and time consuming will a ppear unnecessar y . 
The government as well as some private agencies 
use short and long-term forecasts to aid and influence 
priva t e bus iness . The government makes exten s ive s tud-
i es of t h e entire e conomy and in turn makes the r esult s 
of this research and these studies available to private 
businessmen. Gr oss nationa l product, a weight e d i n dex 
of all t y pes o f e c on omic a ctivities made by the J oin t 
Economic Committee of Congress, is the most widely used 
federal government forecasting aid. 6 Many companies 
feel gr oss nati onal product is a good starting point f or 
developing industry and/or c ompany sales forecasts. A 
variety of other federal agencies such as the Treasury 
Department, Commerce Department, Federal Power Commis-
sion, Bureau of Mines, Bureau of Labor Statistics, a.nd 
Feder al Reserve Board forecast data useful t o the busi-
nessman. Economic indicators are either leading, con-
current or lagging with sales. The break-down of some 
indi cator s as lis t ed by Business C;z cle Developments o f 
January, 1968, a publication of the U. S. Department o f 
Commerce, is as follows: 
Leading Indicat ors 
1. New i ncorpor ations 
2. Business failures 
3. Common stock - industrial 
4. New orders f or manufa c t ure r s 1 durab l e goo ds 
Concurrent Indicators 
1. Gross national product - quarterly 
6E. Jerome McCarthy, Ba.sic Marketing (Homewo od: 
Richard D. Irwin , I n corporated, 1964), p. 107. 
7 
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2. Corporate profits - quarterly 
3. Unemployment 
Lagging Indicators 
1. Personal income 
2. Retail sales 
3. Bank rates on business loans 
If a series or index leads with substantial regu-
la.ri ty it would be of great value to a company to predict 
sales. For forecasting then the leading indicator is of 
primary value but examples of all sets a.re presented here 
for the sake of completeness. Without such information 
business would be forecasting on conditions prevailing in 
their own markets; however, with the a.id of forecasting 
studies ma.de by the government and others, the private 
businessman may avoid some of the errors and pitfalls 
which would occur if he made the forecasts without con-
sidering the broad economic outlook. 
Thus, we see that any company desirous of fore-
casting may analyze and consider first the g eneral, over-
all economic outlook, and then the outlook for its own 
particular industry. Once this has been accomplished, 
the executive is more able to see how expected changes in 
the economy and in the industry will affect his own com-
9 
pa.DY· This knowledge of the factors affecting the eco-
nomy, the industry as a whole, and his company in parti-
cular, will enable the executive to appraise and evalu-
ate the outlook for his company. 
As mentioned earlier, sales forecasting can be 
done objectively or subjectively. Objective sales fore-
casts are those techniques which rely on the accumulation 
and interpretation of quantitative data. Generally, 
subjective sales forecasting methods rely on the judge-
ment and experience of the salesmen, sales manager, and 
high-level manag ement. 
In the spring of 1965, Robert Reichard surveyed 
300 companies (with a 42 per cent response) with regard 
to their sales forecasting approach. He found that no 
two compani e s u se the same approach t o for e cast s al e s. 
He did find, however, that 90 per ce~t of the firms re-
spending to the inquiry used a combination of objective 
and subj e ctive me thods. There was a 2-1 prefer ence to 
use an objective approach first and then to smooth out 
the rough edges by subjective or judgemental modification.7 
Although he c oncluded tha t more we i ght will b e g iven to 
objective techniques of sales forecasting in the next 
7Robert S. Reichard, "Whatts New i n Sales Fore -
cas ting ," Management Revi ew, LI V (S ept ember, 1 965 ), pp. 
35- 37. ----
five years, subjective forecasting technique s a re and 
will be an integral part of the f orecasting process. 
II. SALES FORECASTING AS A 
MANUFACTURING AID 
10 
The sales forecast represents the starting point 
in the manufacturing cycle. From a forecast of sales a 
manufacturing plan is derived which authorizes produc-
tion and determines invent ory of raw materials, spare 
parts, labor force and machines. Information may be de-
rived to establish relationships between demands for 
different products so that a sound balance of production 
runs can be worked out in terms of the quantities re-
quired of various products. The efficiency of the plant 
as a whole is affected since the forecast has great bear-
ing on the utilization of equipment and manpower. 
In this thesis the significan~e of sales forecasts 
shall be related primarily to production and inventory 
control. The importance of an accurate sale s forecast 
can be easily understood. An accurate forecast enables 
management to make sound and timely decisions concerning 
what to produce and when . 
In preparing a manufacturing forecast production 
and inventory control managers must consider the follow-
ing factors: 
1. Th e demand for the items to be sold . 
2. Existing inventory levels. 
3. Required inventory levels at the end of the 
4. 
5. 
6 . 
7. 
forecast period. 
Decline in sales of old products. 
New product allowances . 
Scrap allowances. 
8 Adjustment to backlog levels. 
The type of manufacturing exerts a great influ-
11 
ence on the importance and feasibility of the sales fore-
ca.st. In continuous manufacturing concerns, such as com-
panies making automobiles, refrigerators, and television 
sets, the sales forecast actually becomes the production 
program month by month. The company produces directly on 
the basis of forecasted sales . The continuity of flow in 
mass production depends on the prope r allocation of plant 
capacity, on the adequate flow of raw materials, or in-
process inventory and on employment (suffering from ab-
senteeism, turnover). The continuity of the flow of pro-
duction will in turn determine the cost of production and 
the company's profit. An improper appraisal of market 
conditions ca n l ead eithe r to under or over-production. 
If a forecast is underestimated by the manufacturer, his 
8 Rob ert J . Paulis, "Industria l Forecas ting," 
(Kingston, R. I. : Univers ity of Rho d e Island, 1967), p. 1. 
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products may reach the market too late and in the mean-
time competition would make inroads in bis market. No 
large-scale producer can afford to be caught short . of 
supply, because it would mean loss of sales for him. 
"Never run out of stock," is the mo@t important slogan 
in manufacturing and sales. By the same token no con-
tinuous manufacturer can afford to produce in excess of 
market demand because of high inventory carry ing costs 
and the surplus would become either obsolete or must be 
sold at cut-rate prices. 
In intermittent manufa cturing the for ecast has 
less direct bearing on immediate production. The long-
term forecast is taken, but it does not become the exact 
production program. Production is performed when orders 
are received so that the production program cannot be 
set up in advance of orders that have not yet been re-
ceived for the product. Economic fluctuations have great 
impact on thi s type of manufacturing . 
III. COMPUTERS IN FORECASTING 
More and more , companies are u sing computerized 
forecasts as a bench mark for assessing conventional 
forecasting methods, as well as for updating the original 
forecast with the latest sales data for fresh insights 
into the short-te rm futur e . 
13 
Good statistical projections with the a.id o f an 
electronic computer have a number of a.dva.ntages:9 
1. Speed (ten to fifteen thousand projections 
within a day). 
2. Stability and optimum response to underlying 
facts that cannot be achieved by judgement. 
Then this s tability is reflected in stability of the 
manufacturing s chedule and in the manufacturing costs 
which is the most important yardstick of production 
efficiency. 
.Q..iJ_. ' 
3. Cost o f doing the statistical projections 
with modern computers is a negligible fra.c-
tion of the earlier costs of manual studies. 
4. Accuracy: projections a.re mostly more a.ccur-
ate than forecasts based on judgement or ex-
perience. 
5. Error estimate can be computed only when the 
forecast is prepared in a formalized , consis-
tent manner. This estimate is important in 
doing much of a c ompany 's planning, pa.rticu-
l a.rly that of safety stock . An analysis of 
forecasting error will reveal how good the 
forecast is. 
9Robert J . Paulis , "Industrial Forecasting ," 212.· 
PP· 2 - 3 . 
14 
A McGraw Hill survey in the spring of 1 965 cover-
ing 800 big companies, found that one-third of them are 
running their business forecasts on electronic computers. 
This was far from the 74 per cent use of the machines 
for inventory control, 58 per cent for production plan-
ning, and 47 per cent for scientific and engineering 
. t. 10 
applica. ions. As new models improve the computer's 
capabilities an increased use will build up savings so 
that business will make greater use of computerized 
forecasts than in the pa.st. 
Impressive as their contributions to sales fore-
casting may be, computers have not reduced forecasting 
to strictly a ma.chine function. The human factors are 
still very critical catal ysts , in particular judg ement, 
intuition and experience . 
10Thayer C. Tay l or, "The Computer in Marketing," 
Sales Management, XCVI , (January 7 , 1966 ), pp. 5 2-5 3 . 
II 
SALES FORECASTING TECHNIQUES 
In order t o make f or ecasts, it is necessary t o 
have some mechanical meth ods whereby the f oreca.ster can 
come to some reliable conclusions on the basis of his 
assumpti ons. Hence, it is necessary to investigate the 
methods bo th quantita tive or obje ctive , qualitative or 
subjective; and t o evaluate these meth ods. 
I. SUBJECTIVE SALES FORECASTING TECHNI QUES 
Subjective sales forecasting techniques g enerally 
utilize a c ollective opinion or judgementa l approach. 
Although there may be refinements or variati ons of this 
method , fundamentally the process is as foll ows : Sa l es -
men make est ima tes o f future sales in their territorie s 
by projecting the ne e ds of their customers into the fu-
ture; these estimates a.re submitted to sal es managers 
who may review and modify the estimates be fore forward-
ing the forecas t t o territoria l or reg ional sales man-
agers for furth er appraisal. Th e estimates are then 
s ent to the company's head offic e where they are assembl ed 
and studied by a c ommitte e . The committee is often made 
up of the sal es manager, marke ting manager , production 
ma.na.ger, chief engineer, treasurer, and economist . 
The advantage of this method is its simplicity . 
It requires little or no technical skill while making 
use of experienced :personnel who have their finger on 
the pulse of the market. Salesmen, however, are often 
poor estimators, being either too optimistic or too 
pessimistic. 1 In addition, salesmen cannot accurately 
forecast sales for more than one year. A company conL 
sequently finds itself at a disadvantage when facing 
16 
such problems as acquisition of new equipment and :plant 
expansion - typically long-range :projects. Group judge-
ment also suffers from a lack of consistency in the 
standards of evaluation. 2 
II . STATISTICAL SALES FORECASTING METHODS 
"By far the most generally relied upon approach 
to sales fo recasting is the application of various sta-
tistical methods."3 There a re many statistica l t ools 
1 Bratt, Q]_. cit., p. 239 . 
2 Warren K. Schoonmaker , "What You Should Know 
About Sales Forecasting," I ndustrial Marketing, IIL 
(October, 1963), :p. 110. 
3Harold Koontz and Cyril O'Donnel, Principles of 
!:Tui.na.gement (New York: McGraw Hill Book Company, 1964}, 
p. 127 . 
17 
used to calculate estimated sales: correlation anal ysis 
(simple and multip~e), method of least squares, time 
series analysis, moving averages, and exponential smooth-
ing to name a few. 
Correlation analysis. 
The purpose of correlation and regression analy-
sis is to arrive at a mathematical equation, called 
an estimating equation, pre·diction equation or re-
gression equation, which best discloses the nature 
of the relationship between a dependent variabl e and 
one or more independent variables.4 
In sales forecasting correlation analysis can 
measure the relationship between sales and some independ-
ent variables - often economi c ind i cators. 
To find the relationship between sales and the 
economic index in Table I, page 18, the method of least 
squares is u sed. The method of l east squares serves to 
construct a line of best fit in the correct position. A 
line of best fit or regression line is defined as a line 
where the deviations between the actual figur es and the 
calcul ated f i gures equal zero . 5 
4Milton H. Spencer, Colin G. Clark, and Peter W. 
H?guet , Business and Ec onomic Forecasting (Homewood : 
Richard D. Irwin , Inc ., 1961), p. 44. 
. 
5Edward E. Lewis, Methods o f 
.ill: Economics and Business (Boston: 
Pany, 195 3), P:-389 . 
Statistical Analysis 
Houghton Mifflin Com-
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 0 
11 
1 2 
1 3 
1 4 
1 5 
SALES VS . 
TABLE I 
ECONOMI C 
Sal es 
1 0 . 0 
1 3 .1 
1 5 .1 
1 5 . 8 
1 3 . 5 
1 4 . 7 
1 6 . 5 
18 . 0 
1 8 . 5 
21. 2 
23 . 0 
20 .1 
23.3 
24. 6 
24 . 4 
1 8 
I NTI EXES 
Economi c 
Index 
100 
113 
1 36 
144 
126 
129 
157 
1 60 
174 
191 
21 4 
180 
21 5 
22 4 
21 8 
Source : Raymond R . Mayer , Produc tion Management 
(New York : Mc Graw Hill Book Company , 
1 959 ) ' p . 242 . 
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The general expression for the equation of any 
regression line is 
Y = a + bX 
and for the computation of the values of a and b 
~y "*" n.a + b~X 
where: 
~ XY = ai:X + b~X2 
n = number of paired observations given 
a = Y intercept of the line of best fit (initial 
value of dependent variable) 
b = slope of the line of best fit 
Y = value of the dependent variable, which is the 
variable whose magnitude is to be predicted 
(sales) 
X = value of the independent variable, which is 
the variable in terms of which the magnitude 
of another variable is to be predicted. 6 
After substituting the data from Tabl e II, page 
20, into the earlier mentioned formulas, one gets 
271.8 = 15a + 2,4Blb 
48,001.2 = 2 ,48la + 433,645b 
Solving for a and b, one finds that a is equal to .1 and 
York: 
6 Raymond R. Mayer, Production Management (New 
McGraw Hill Book Company , 1 959 ), p. 238 . 
Year 
----
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
20 
TABLE II 
SALES VS. ECONOMIC INTIEXES; 
LEAST SQUARES CALCULATIONS 
Economic 
x2 Sales ~Yl Index ~X2 XY 
----
10.0 100 1,000 10,000 
13.1 113 1,480.3 12,769 
15.1 136 2,053.6 18,496 
15.8 144 2,752 . 2 20,736 
13. 5 126 1,701.0 15,876 
14.7 129 1,896 .3 16,641 
16.5 157 2,590.5 24,649 
18.0 160 2,880 . 0 25,600 
18.5 174 3,219.0 30 , 276 
21 . 2 191 4,049 . 2 36 ,481 
23 .0 214 4,922.0 45,796 
20.1 180 3,618.0 32,400 
23.3 215 5,009.5 46,225 
24.6 224 5,510 .4 50 ,176 
24.4 21 8 5,319 . 2 47,524 
271 .8 2,481 48,001.2 433 ,645 
Source: Original calculations based on Raymond R. 
Mayer, Production Management ~New York: 
McGraw Hill Book Company, 1959), p. 242. 
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b is equal to .109. Thus, the line of best fit is 
Y = 0 .1 + .109X 
If tbe index was predicted to be 200 f or the year, the 
regression equation would y ield the following forecast: 
0.1 + 0.109 (200) = 22 
This means that a.bout 22 units will be sold in the next 
year. Plotting this information on a graph, a clearer 
picture of the relationship between the sales e c onomic 
index and sales results. See Figure 1, page 22 . 
Because there is very little scatter, it is 
obvious that a bigb degree of correlation exists. To 
measure the goodness of the relationship, a coefficient 
of correlation is computed: 
r = coefficient of correlation = 
~(Y 
a 
where: 
Ya = orig inal value of the dependent variable for 
whi ch tbe symbol Y was use d earlier 
~{)2 
Ye = corresponding calculated value found from the 
least squares equation 
f = average of given va lues o f the dependent 
variable. 
Hence, one may set up a table of Coefficient of Correla-
tion Calcula tions which is shown on pag e 23 , Table III. 
26 
24 
22 
20 
18 
II 
c, 16 
,-j 
~ 
Cfl 
14 
12 
10 
8 
0 
22 
_) 
0 0 0 0 0 b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 r-1 N (Y) '<;j- l.f'\ \.D ['-- co ()\ 0 r-1 N (Y) 
r-1 r-1 r-1 r-1 r-l r-l r-l r-1 r-l r-l N N N ( \ J 
Ec onomic Index 
Source: Raymond' R. Mayer, Pro duction Mana .gement 
( New York: Mc Graw Hill Book Company , 1959) , p.243. 
FIGURE I 
LINE OF BEST FIT 
_K 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
_Tu:_ 
10 . 0 
13.1 
15.1 
15.8 
13.5 
14.7 
16.5 
18.0 
18.5 
21.2 
23.0 
20.1 
23 . 3 
24 . 6 
24.4 
TABLE III 
CORFFICIENT OF CORRELATION 
CALCULATIONS 
_IQ_ y ( a - y c) (Ya-Yc) 2 
11 -1.0 1.00 
12.4 . 7 .49 
14.9 . 2 . 04 
15 . 8 0 0 
13.8 - . 3 . 09 
14.2 . 5 . 25 
17.2 - .7 .49 
17.4 . 6 . 36 
19 .1 - . 6 . 36 
20 . 9 . 3 . 09 
23.4 - .4 .16 
19.7 . 4 .16 
23 . 5 - . 2 . 04 
24.5 .1 . 01 
23 . 9 . 5 . 25 
3 . 79 . 
23 
(ya.-y) (ya.-y) 2 
-8.1 65 .60 
- 5.0 25.00 
- 3 . 0 9.00 
-2. 3 5. 29 
-4. 6 21 .16 
- 3.4 11.56 
-1.6 2 .56 
- .1 . 01 
.4 .16 
3 .1 9 . 61 
4.9 24.01 
2.0 4 . 00 
5.1 26 . 01 
6 .5 42 . 25 
6 . 3 39 . 69 
285 . 91 
Source: Original calculations based on Raymond R. 
Mayer, Produ.Q.!ion Management {New York: 
McGraw Hill Cook Company, 1959)~ p. 242. 
After ma.king the appropriate substitutions : 
r = 
3 . 79 
285 . 91 
= 0.99 
A very high degree of correlation exist s since a 
generally accepted rule of thumb interprets any figure 
between 0 . 90 and 1.00 as having a very high degree of 
t . 7 correla. ion. 
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Multi12le Correlation. Often more than one vari-
able is us ed t o estimate sales. This technique is known 
as multipl e c orrelation . The mathematica l procedure in-
volved in a mult i ple correlation problem is s imilar to 
the procedure utilizing the least squares technique pre-
viously described , but it is more c omplex. 
Natu rally , in many cases the a ddition of more 
than one variable improve s the relationship considerably. 
In a. recent cement industry multiple corr elation appli-
cation , it was found that demand for cement coul d best be 
explained by four va riables : r es idential c onstructi on , 
non-residential c ons truction, highway c onstruction, a nd 
all other types of construction . 8 Splitting up t he ex-
7 Mayer, 2.12.· cit., p. 241. 
8 
C Construction Revie~ , Uni ted States Depar tment of 
om.merce:--TWa shing ton: Government Pri nting Office) , J a nu-
ary , 1964, p. 1 2 . 
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plaining or independent variable is onl y one of many 
uses of multiple correlation. It is possible that two 
or more completely different variables may insure a good 
relationship. 
Table IV, on page 26, illustrates hypothe tical 
d t for a f our variable correlation problem. a. a. 
The equation or line of regression found by ap-
plying the principle of l east squares is: 
where: 
x 
cl.234 = -0.7694 + l.0173X2 + 0.1969X3 + 0.0483X4 
Xc1 . 234 = calculated value of X, based on the eco-
nomic indexes of x2 , x3 and x4 . 
Table V, on page 27, shows the calculated values 
of X, for each of the ten observations as well as the de-
via.tions of actual from calculated values and the devia-
tions squared. 
The coefficient of multiple correlation is com-
puted in the same manner as the coefficient of correla-
tion for simple correlation . 
Sinc e the r e are ten observations the s quare of the 
multiple scatter is 5.8237 or . 58237 . 
10 
The square of the standard deviations of x1 is 
found to be 5.81000 , so 
r = 0.58237 
5.81000 
= .9486 
Obs ervation 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 0 
Source : 
TABLE IV 
SALES WITH THREE 
ECONOMI C I NDI CATORS 
26 
Economi c I ndexes 
Sal es x1 x2 x3 x4 
7 6 8 1 0 
6 5 10 11 
3 1 5 1 3 
4 4 6 1 4 
8 7 5 1 3 
1 1 3 11 
9 6 9 1 0 
7 5 8 16 
5 4. 5 1 2 
·3 2 8 1 0 
Edward E . Lewis , Methods of Statistical 
Analysis in Ec onomics and Business (Boston: 
Houghton Mi ff l in Company , 1 953 ), p . 603 . 
X1 
7.0000 
6.0000 
3.0000 
4.0000 
8.0000 
1. 0000 
9.0000 
7.0000 
5.0000 
3. 0000 
TABLE V 
COEFFICIENT OF 
CORRELATION CALCULATIONS 
xcl.234 x1. 234 
27 
2 
x 1.234 
(deviati ons ) (deviati ons squared) 
7. 3923 - .3923 . 1539 
6 . 8171 - . 8171 . 6677 
1. 8600 1.1400 1. 2996 
5.1570 -1.1570 1. 3386 
7.9636 . 0364 . 0013 
1. 3696 - . 3696 .1366 
7.5892 1.4108 1.990 4 
6.6646 . 3354 .1125 
4 . 8635 .1365 .0186 
3 . 3232 - . 3232 .1045 
5.8237 
Source : Edward E . Lewi s , Methods of Statistical 
Analysis in Economi c s and Business ( Bos -
ton : Houghton Mifflin Company , 1953 ), 
p . 604. 
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Nonlin~ correlations. The correlation relati on-
ship need not be straight. Correlation problems can be 
worked out using exponential, parabolic, or any other 
type of curve that can be explained mathematically. 
"Many firms report their bes t correlation results with a 
combination of several variables, all related in some 
kind to nonlinear relationship."9 
Analysi s of the c orrelation t echniques. Correla-
tion depends upon the existence of an economic indicator 
or group of indicators. In Reichard's survey many firms 
complained of difficulty in finding a leading or pre-
dieting indicator. (For obvious reasons an economic in-
dicator should lead sales. How else could sales be pre-
dicted?) It has b een suggested that an extrapolation of 
the indicator be ma d e wh en the indi cator do e s not l ead 
sales. This has proven to be an unreliable method of 
facilitating sales f orecasting . There is little use in 
developing r e l ationships of this type be cause the series 
of data may be so difficult t o forecast that the relia-
bility and validity of the basic f orecast are not im-
proved. Some leading indicators serve as a u seful guide 
to predict the course of t h e economy , however, they are 
not always consistent in their tendency to lead; d o not 
9Reichard , Q.12.· cit., p . 1 65 . 
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always predict a turning point in the economy; and 
merely indicate the direction of the change and disclose 
nothing about the magnitude of the change. 10 
Another problem which presents itself to a fore-
caster is making sure that the relationship between the 
variables is rational - one of cause and effect. Also, 
the lead-lag relationship of sales to economic indica-
tors normally prevents a forecast being made f or a pe-
riod of more than one year. The disadvantage of using 
the correlation techniQue is further compounded when 
monthly or weekly sales forecasts are desired, for there 
are few indexes which are other than annual reflections. 
The illustration presented earlier in this paper 
was an extremely simple example of the correlation pro-
cess. In practice the calculations and data handled by 
the forecaster are time consuming and difficult to adapt 
to computerized operations . 
Correlation analys is does have an advantag e . It 
provides management with a good starting point for mak-
ing a final fore cast. 11 
1 0spencer, Clark and Hoguet, .Q.£· cit., p. 11. 
11Mayer, 212.· cit., p . 247. 
T. series analysis JIDe_.::.;;;;..::;..=----
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Time series analysis is an analysis of past sales 
data in order to determine the nature of an existing 
trend. The trend is then extrapolated and used as a 
basis for a forecast. The metho_d of trend projection 
assumes that the recent rate of change of the variable 
will continue in the future. These trends (like corre-
lation trends) may be curvilinear, but for simplicity, 
only linear trends are described here. See Table VI, 
page 31. 
Utilizing the least squares s imultaneous equa-
tions to forecast sales for the first quarter of the 
fifth year (17ili quarter), the trend value will be: 
y = 1.775 + 0.1956(17) = 5.10 
Figure 2 , page 32 , which is a graphic r epresenta-
tion of Table VI and the trend line reveals that most of 
the points represented by the trend line do not fall on 
that line . In order to predict sales, the forecast must 
be adjusted for these variations. 
Forecasters generally divide the factors influ-
encing sales into four basic categori es : trend, cyclica~ 
seasonal, and irregular. Trend refers to the general 
movement of sales over a period o f several years. The 
cyclical influence is a temporary wave, usually two to 
seven yea.rs in magni tude, caused by e conomic f luctuations 
31 
TABLE VI 
LEAST SQUARES CALCULATI ONS 
Quar ter (X) Sal es (Y ) XY x2 
1 1 1 1 
2 3 6 4 
3 4 1 2 9 
4 2 8 1 6 
5 1 5 25 
6 3 1 8 36 
7 5 35 49 
8 3 24 64 
9 2 1 8 81 
1 0 4 40 1 00 
11 6 66 1 21 
1 2 3 36 144 
1 3 2 26 1 69 
14 5 70 1 96 
1 5 7 1 05 22 5 
1 6 4 64 256 
1 36 55 534 1, Z\-96 
Source : Raymond R. Mayer , Production Management 
(New York : McGr aw Hi l l Book Company , 
1 95 9 ), p . 238 . 
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Source: Raymond R. Mayer, Production Management 
(New York: Mc Graw Hill Book Company, 1959), p. 248. 
FIGURE 2 
TREND LINE 
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or by sometbing inbe rent in tbe particular industry or 
product anal yzed . Seasonal variations are tho se infl u-
ences in calendar years which are caused by weather or 
some custom manifestati on . Finally , irregu l ar vari a -
t i ons are a l l variations which cannot b e explained by 
other influences (strikes, wars, fl o ods, hurricane s , 
etc. ) . 
Ther e a r e n o reliabl e me tho d s t o a djus t f or 
d . 1 . t . 1 2 cycl ical an irregu ar var1a i ons . It is possible to 
make adjustments f or seasonal variati ons, howe ver . The 
rat i o t o trend me thod of a djus tment i s the simples t a n d 
mos t commonl y used for a djustment of the variations . 
First , actual sal es a r e compared to cal culate d sal e s as 
shown i n Tabl e VII, page 34. 
To a djus t 5 .10 , t h e f or e cas t of s a l es for the 
f i rst quart er o f the fifth y ear , f or expected sea sonal 
variati ons the a v erage magnitude o f t he sea son a l a djust -
ment f or th e first quart er of each of t h e pas t four 
years is computed working with va lue s fr om Tabl e VII . 
Actua l sales as a p er cent of 
calcula ted 
Qua.rt er Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Average_1. 
1 51 36 56 46 47 
1 2 
Mayer , 2.l2. · c i t., p . 250 . 
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TABLE VII 
COMPARISON OF ACTUAL TO 
CALCULATED SALES 
Actual Calcula(e~ Ya/Ye % Quarter (X) Sales (Y) Sales Y 
1 1 1.97 51 
2 3 2.17 138 
3 4 2.36 170 
4 2 2.56 78 
5 1 2. 75 36 
6 3 2.95 102 
7 5 3 .14 159 
8 3 3.34 90 
9 2 3. 54 56 
10 4 3.73 107 
11 6 ~.93 152 
12 3 4.12 73 
13 2 4,32 46 
14 5 4.51 111 
15 7 4.71 149 
16 4 4.90 82 
Source: Raymond R. Mayer, Production Ma.nagemen t 
(New York: McGraw Hill Book Company, 
1959)' p. 251. 
The trend value of sales is then multiplied by 
tbe adjustment factor to give the forecast: 1 3 
Trend value of sales for the 17lli quarter equals 
5.10 so the forecast with a seasonal adjustment factor 
of 47 per cent is: 
(5.10) (47) = 2.4 units. 
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In the same manner one could forecast sales with 
seasonal adjustments for quarters 18, 19 and 20 of the 
fifth year. However, it is obvious that a seasonal a.d-
justment for trend would not be necessary if one were 
using a time series based on annual data. 
Analysis of the time series technique. When com-
pared to correlation analysis, the advantage of employ-
ing a time series forecasting procedure is clear - there 
is no reliance on outside variabl es such as the e c onomic 
index. In addition time series analysis permits fore-
casting by months or even weeks if a company so desires. 
Movin~era.ges 
"When a.n inventory control system includes an ob-
jective method of forecasting demand item by item, the 
method is usually some form of moving a.vera.ge. 1114 
13 Mayer, QQ· cit., pp. 251-254. 
14Robert G. Brown, "Less Risk in Inventory Esti-
mates," New Tiecision Ma.king Tools for Managers, Edward C. 
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Table VIII shows the demand for bedroom suites 
experienced by a small furniture manufacturer from Janu-
ary to June. 
MONTH 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
Total 
TABLE VIII 
DEMAND FOR BEDROOM SUITES 
NUMBER OF BEDROOM SUITES SOLD 
65 
93 
85 
105 
71 
115 
534 
Source: Leonard J. Garrett and Milton Silver, 
Product i on Management Analysis ( New York: 
Harcourt , Brace & World, Inc ., 1 966 ), 
p . 291 . 
To predict sales of bedroom suites for the next 
month, July, a simpl e moving a verage would be u sed: 
Moving average Sum of demand values = = Number of demand values i n sum 
5g4 = 89 suit es per month. 
BUrsk and John F. Cha pman, editors . ( New York : Harc ourt, 
Brace and World, Inc., 1 966 ), p . 291. 
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The major flaw of this method is obvious. Eighty-
nine units understate demand. The cause of this under-
statement is the smoothing factor built into the simple 
moving average which forces the average to lag. Adjust-
ments can be applied to make this technique more respon-
sive to the trend of sales by weighting the data of 
individual months so that most recent ones receive the 
highest weights. 
To illustrate this approach, let us examine the 
data shown in Table IX, page 38, which represents the 
number of dining room suites sold for each month of a 
seven month period. 
Utilizing a version of least squares the slope of 
the line is equal to: 1 5 
Slo e = sum of weighted d~~ = 194 = 6 9 P sum of squared weights 28 · 
To calculate the expected sales in any month the 
procedure would be as follows: 16 
E t d d d sum of demand + Slope (num-
· xpec e eman =number of months 
ber of months from the base 
period) 
. 
15Leona.rd J. Garrett and Milton Silver, Produc-~on Management Analysis (New York : Harcourt, Brace & 
orld, Inc::-1966)-,-p. 293 
1 61.Qli. 
Month 
Ja.nuary 
TABLE IX 
TREND ADJUSTMENT 
CALCULATIONS 
Number of 
Dining-Room Weighting 
Suites Sold Factor 
20 
- 3 
38 
Square of 
Weighted Weight 
Demand Factor 
- 60 9 
February 24 -2 -48 4 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
30 ..... 1 -30 1 
34 0 0 0 
45 1 45 1 
52 2 104 4 
61 3 183 9 
266 194 28 
Source: Leona.rd J. Garrett and Milton Silver, 
!!!:oduction Management A,nalysis (New York: 
Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 1966), 
p. 293 . 
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where: 
base period = A 
Sales for August, which is four months from April would 
be: 
266 
7 + 
(6.9) (4) = 65 .6 
A simple correlation between the weighted average 
and the actual demand is presented graphically in Figure 
3 on page 40. 
If management intends to plan and control its in-
ventory correctly it should have an indication of the 
variations that can be expected for any forecast in 
addition to the forecast of average demand. 
Look again at the demand for bedroom suites . The 
moving averag e was 89 units. To find out the best esti-
mate of probable error of the forecas.t, compute the 
standard deviation of th~ forecast. 17 
where: 
Sx ~ v !{x - X) 
N-1 
x = Individual monthly demands 
x = Average demand 
N = Number of periods included 
17Ib.d 
---L_.' p . 301 . 
,,_ 
"' ~weighted moving 
avera ge forecast 
JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY 
MONTHS 
40 
SALES DATA 
F_AST . ~FUTURE 
JUNE JULY AUG. 
Source: Leonard J. Garrett and fllil ton Silver, Production 
Management Anal~sis,(New York: Harcourt, Brace and 
World, Inc., 19 6), p. 294. 
FIGURE 3 
WEI GHTED AVERAGE VS. AC 'rlJ.AL DEMAND 
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so 
Sx +. . . +(115-89) 2 
6 - 1 
or 
Sx = 19.3 units. 
It is now possible to establish the probable 
limits of variation around the forecast figure. If man-
agement wishes the actual figure to fall within the 
estimated limits 95 times out of 100, it will add two 
standard deviations to both sides of the average . In 
the example th e uppe r limit would be 8 9 + 2(19 . 3 ), or 
127. 6, and the lower limit would be 89 - 2(19 . 3), or 
50.4. 
Wher e the least s qua r e s adjusted moving a v erage 
is used to forecast demand a statistical method has been 
developed to estimate standard deviation ranges for ran-
dom variati ons. The following fo r mula is used to meas-
ure variation that exists around th e trend line : 1 8 
where: 
s t = x 
Sxt = standard error of estimate 
18Ib"d 
-L· ' p . 302 . 
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X = demand for period 
xt = estimated demand for a period from the trend 
line 
N = number of demand period 
Referring to Table IX the standard error of esti-
to: mate is 
- 17.3) 2+(24 - 24.2) 2+(30 - 31.3) 2 
s t 
x 
= 
= 
+ .. + (61 - 58.7) 2 
7 - 2 
v25sa 
2.44 
The S t figure is similar to the S figure calcu-
x x 
lated earlier. However, its limits are drawn about a 
regression line . The amount 2 .44 can be used to estab-
lish the probable limi ts for the variation in estimated 
demand for dining room suites for the next month. 19 
Analysis of moving__§verages. Moving averages can 
smooth out abrupt fluctuations in a demand pattern . The 
stability o f its response to change can be adjusted by 
altering the number of periods included in the average. 
Moving averages a r e simple , straightforward, and can be 
easily programmed for punched- card machines in electronic 
computers. However, a record of sales must be kept f or 
19rb·d 
-1:._.' p. 303 . 
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all past periods which can mean long files. In addition, 
another major problem is the difficulty of changing the 
rate of response. 
III 
EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING 
Exponential smoothing is a weighted sum o f all 
past demand with the hea viest weight be ing placed on the 
most recent informati on . It is designed t o overc ome th e 
limitati ons of moving averages. It d oes away with the 
necessity of keeping extensive records of past data . It 
has the ability to sense a change in the demand picture 
as well as the ability t o track t his changing pattern of 
demand. The exponential smoothing techniqu e can be ex-
tended to account f or l ong-term trends and sea sonal ef-
fects. Exponential smoothing can also allow for uncer-
tainty in management estimates. With data processing 
equipment an exponential smoothing program can update 
forecasts regularly for th ousands of items and provide 
information to control inventories far better than could 
be accomplished manually. 1 
In a sales forecasting application a forecast of 
sales for the next peri od is predicted by u s ing a weigh ted 
average of sal es in th e current period , and th e forecast 
1 Robert G. Brown, "Less Risk in Invent ory Esti-
mates," Q],. cit., p . 279 . 
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of sales made during the previous period. 2 
Tbe fundamental concept of exponential smoothing 
or as it is sometimes called exponential weighting is 
quite simple. The new estimate of average demand 0alled 
a forecast) is equal to the old estimate adjusted by a 
fraction of the difference between the old estimate and 
the actual demand. The fraction of this difference used 
to modify the previous estimate, is called a smoothing 
constant and is referred to as K or the Greek letter ~ 
(alpha). 
The value of alpha is always between zero and one 
and this value determines how much of the past demand 
figure has any significant effect on the estimate of the 
3 average. 
If a small s moothing constant is chosen, for ex-
ample, 0.01 the response to changes in demand will be 
slow and gLadual. (0.01 is based on the average of 199 
past observations.~ 
where: 
N = number of observations = 199 
o( = 2 = 0.01 2 = N + 1 200 
2 
t· Peter R. Winters, "Forecasting Sales by Exponen-(lal~y Weighted Moving Averages ," JYI:anagement Science, VI pril, 1960), p. 235 , 
3 Robert G. Brown, "Less Risk in Inventory Estimates ," 
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If fewer past data were included in the calcula-
tion of ~ the response to changes in the demand that 
occur would be faster. 
Any smoothing constant is a compromise b etween 
being too sluggish and too erratic. Generally 0.1 is 
regarded as a compromise between a stable system that is 
slow to recognize changes in demand and a very sensitive 
system that fluctuates g r eatly with demand. 
The appropriate value of the smoothing constant 
can best be determined by trial on a sample of actual 
past demand. Here is an example, using the data in Table 
X, page 47. 
If the management thinks that some factors are 
going to affect demand resulting either in increasing de-
mand or decreasing demand that is n o t reflected in the 
past history the value of the smoothing constant can be 
increased temporarily for a short period to account for 
the predicted cha n ge . 
lows: 
The formula for exponential smoothing is as fol-
New ave r age = old es timate - o( (actual usage - old 
estimate) 
For example, if a forecast of demand of 80 units 
QJ2 £it., pp. 283-28 4. 
Year 
1963 
1964 
TABLE X 
ORDERS AND PREDICTIONS WITH 
DIFFERENT SMOOTHING 
CONSTANTS 
Orders Forecasts 
Month (0002 (0002 
« =0.8 t( =0. 6 « =0. 4 
January 30.6 24.0 24.0 24.0 
February 30.0 29.3 28.0 26.6 
March 44.6 29.9 29.2 27.9 
April 30.2 41.7 38.4 34.6 
May 41.2 32.5 33 .5 32.8 
June 15.0 39.5 38.1 36.2 
July 36.7 20.0 24.2 27.7 
August 20.8 33.4 31.7 31.3 
September 38.1 23.3 25 .2 27 .·l 
October 29 . 8 35.1 32.9 31.5 
November 40.5 30. 9 . 31.0 30.8 
December 36.8 38.6 36.7 34.7 
January 27 . 8 37.2 36 . 8 35 . 5 
February 30.5 29 .7 31.4 32.4 
March 40.7 30.3 30.9 31.6 
April 38.8 38.6 36.8 35.2 
May 34.8 38.7 38.0 36.6 
June 35.0 35 . 6 36 .1 35 . 9 
July 38.0 35.1 35.4 35.5 
Source: John F. Magee and David Boodman, 
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"' =0. 2 
24.0 
25.3 
26.2 
29.9 
30.0 
32.2 
28.8 
30.4 
28.5 
30 .4 
30.3 
32.3 
33.2 
32.1 
31.8 
33.6 
34.6 
34.6 
34.7 
Produc-
tion Planning and Inventory Control 
(second edition; New York: McGraw Hill 
Book Company, 1967)' p. 111. 
was made for the week whil e actual usage was 90 units, 
using a smoothing constant of 0 .1 the new average is 
equal to: 
80 + 0 .1 (90 - 80 ) = 81 unit s . 
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The formula. for exponential s moothing can be re -
arranged to simplify the calculation as follows: 
New average = o(( a.ctua.l usage ) + (1 -o< ) old a. vera.ge 
O.l (90) + 0 . 9 ( 80) = 81 units. 
Simple exponential smoothing performs very effi-
ciently when a. f ore c a.s tor deals with f airly stable items . 
Most practitioners have found that simpl e smoothing 
gives satisfactory results and is particularly well 
suited f or sh ort range forecasts, for order point ca.lcu-
lations in inventory management and for scheduling in 
produ ction control . 4 Simple exponential smoothing will 
detect trends quit e readil y , however, this average will 
lag behind a demand tha t follows a systemati c trend . 
The afor ementione d a v e rage o f 81 unit s will l ag 
behind a demand that follows a systematic trend . Ad-
justed exponential smoothin g can est imate the magnitude 
of a trend , thus a c orre ction can be made to e liminate 
the lag . To measure the ch ange i n trend the formula is : 
1 4G. W. Pl ossl and 0 . W. Wright, Production and r§~~)tor_y Control ( Eng l ewoo d Cl iffs : Prentice Hall, Inc., 
' p . 41. 
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Current trend = new average - old average 
In the example illustrated earlier the current trend is 
equal to 81 less 80 or 1. 
Just as exponential smoothing measures the aver-
age demand so can it measure the average trend: 
New trend = o<. (current trend) + (1 - o<.) old trend 
Assuming the averages have been increasing by two units 
per period (old trend) the new trend equals 0.1(1) + 
(1 - 0.1)2 = 1.9 units. 
The correction for lag due to trend can be ex-
pressed as : 5 
1 _o( ( ) Expected demand = new average + o<. new trend 
or in our example : 81 + _{1- 0 .1) 0 .1 (1.9) = 98 .1 units 
Comparing the actual demand figures and the new average 
figures we see the forecast lags behind demand. However, 
when the process was adjusted to account for lag due to 
trend characte r istics by th e me thod d escribe d pre viously 
the lag was nearly eliminated. A suitable example of a 
trend correction can be seen c omparing the demand to the 
next period f or e cast in Tabl e XI, page 50 . 
5 R· Dean S . Ammer , Materials Management (Homewood: 
ichard D. Irwin Inc., 1962), pp . 187-188 . 
Month Demand 
Jan. 20 
Feb. 2 4 
March 30 
April 34 
May 45 
June 52 
July 61 
Source: 
TABLE XI 
FORECASTS WITH 
TREND ADJUSTJVJENTS 
(o<. = 0 . 6) 
New Current 
Average Trend 
20 0 
22 .4 2 .4 
27 .0 4.6 
31. 2 4.2 
39 .5 8.3 
47 . 0 7.5 
55.4 8 .4 
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Next 
New Peri od 
Trend Forecast 
0 20 
1.44 23 . 3 
3 . 34 29 .0 
3 . 86 33 .5 
6 . 52 43 .4 
7 .11 51. 3 
7.88 60.1 
Le onard J. Garrett and Milton Silver , 
Production Ma nagement Ana1Y_sis ( New York: 
Harcourt , Brace & Worl d, Inc ., 1 966) p. 
300 . 
The formulas _ needed for adj u s ted exponent i a l 
smoothing r equire onl y the previous values to be stored . 
Hence, data processing is simple, but the r esults involve 
some mathemati cal errors . The elimina ti on o f thes e er-
rors will be discussed later in the chapter. 
Second order smoothing . An alternative to a ccount 
for trends would be to use a more complicated formula 
called second order exponential smoothing . Second order 
smoothing can track any trend in demand without making 
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corrections . The ca lculations of the trend uses two 
values of the average , h ence, the name second order 
smoothing is used. A decision on whether or not t o u se 
second order smoothing is determined by taking rea l data 
on a few items and simulating the results. 
Combining the average and the trend second order 
smoothing can track a s tea dily rising demand . The equa-
tion is as fo llows : 
New forecast = oC (new demand) + 2 (1 - o() (average 
computed last month ) - (1 - o( ) 
(average computed previ ous month) 
Althou gh this system does automatically track a 
trend without correction , it d oes have a very bad 
tendency t o oscillate whenever there is a sudden 
change in demand.6 
The tendency to oscillate i s s hown in Figure 4, a 
graphic presentation of a random sequence of demand with 
trend. 
The first order system smooths out peaks and val-
leys· The sec ond order system with an o( of 0 .1 intro-
duces even more instability by exaggerating peaks and 
valleys. There is still a tendency to oscilla t e when 
the smoothing constant is increased to 0 . 5 but the os cil-
6 
v Robert G. Brown , Statistical Forecasting for In-
_entory Control (New York : McGraw Hill Book Company, --
1959), p. 66. 
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Second 
Robert G. Brown, Sta ti tis ti cal Forecasting for Inventory . 
Control (New York: Mc Graw Hill Book Company, 1959), p. 66. 
FIGUHE 4 
smooTHED ESTIMATES 
OF 
CURRENT EXP EC 'r ED VALUE 
iation has been r e duced. 
~ Time. The estimate of demand projected 
through a lead time of T weeks would be: 
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Demand expected 
in lead time 
Lead time (lead time + 1) (new trend) + 
= 2 
Expected demand. 
For example, if lead time is f our weeks and the expected 
demand is 98.l units per week then the demand during that 
lead time taking trend into account would be: 
4 x 5 (1.9) + 98.1 = 117 units 2 
An actual order point is equal to 117 units plus a safety 
stock that allows for forecast errors. 
Adjusting for forecast errors. Errors in fore-
casting arise because of many external factors s uch as 
weather, the economic and political climat e , competition, 
and marketing strategy.7 To provide for a sufficient and 
necessary inventory in a good inventory control system, 
the variability of demand is measured . This measure of 
demand variability is a mean absolute deviation (MAD). 
The mean absolute deviation is equal to the alpha smooth-
ing constant times the current deviation (s ometimes 
called the absolute error) plus (1 - o( ) times the pre-
7 Robert G. Brown, "Less Risk in Inventory Esti-
mates " on . t 283 
' =· QL.' P• • 
' 
Ii 
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vious MAD. 
For the normally distributed demand, the average 
value of the absolute difference is proportional to the 
standard deviation of the forecast error. (The average 
or MAD is equal to approximately .8 times its standard 
deviation). The new mean absolute deviation can then be 
expressed in the formula: 
where: 
MAD = + ( 1 - o<. ) MAD 8 p 
D = current deviation 
cu 
MAD = old mean absolute deviation. p 
(The verticle lines around the current deviation value 
in the preceeding f ormula mean: Use the absolute value 
of current deviation.) 
Table XII, page 55, presents ~n exponential 
smoothing forecast with mean abs olute deviation calcula-
tions. 
The complete forecast, for example, February, 
1963 is f or expected demand of 25 .3 units plus a mean 
absolute deviation of 5.6 units. 
If one wanted to establish the probablE3 limits of 
variation around the average forecast figure, one could 
8Ibid., p . 293 . 
Year 
1963 
1964 
1965 
55 
TABLE XII 
EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECAST 
WITH MEAN ABSOLUTE DEVIATION 
Absolute Mean 
error, absolute 
actual deviation 
Orders Forecast minus (initial 
Month (000) (o< =O. 2) forecast MAD = 5) 
January 30.6 24 .0 6.6 5 .3 
February 30 . 0 25 .3 4.7 5.6 
March 44.6 26 . 2 18.4 5.4 
April 30 . 2 29 . 9 0 .3 8 . 0 
May 41.2 30 .0 11.2 6.5 
June 15.0 32 .2 17.2 7 .4 
July 36.7 28 . 8 7.9 9 .4 
August 20.8 30.4 9. 6 9 .1 
September 38.1 28.5 9. 6 9.2 
October 29.8 30 .4 0 . 6 9 . 3 
November 40.5 30 . 3 10.2 7.6 
December 36 . 8 32.3 4. 5 8.1 
January 27 . 8 33 . 2 5.4 7.4 
February 30.5 32 .1 1.7 7 . 0 
March 40.7 31.8 8 . 9 5 . 9 
April 38.8 33.6 5.1 6 . 5 
May 34.8 34.6 0 . 2 6 . 2 
June 35.0 34.6 0.4 5 . 0 
July 38.0 34.7 3.3 4 .1 
August 40 . 2 35 .4 4.8 3. 9 
September 29.2 36 . 4 7.2 4.1 
October 51.1 35 . 0 16.1 4.7 
November 39 . 3 38.2 1.1 7.0 
December 35.9 38.4 2.5 5.8 
January 32 .5 37.9 5 .4 5.1 
February 45 .7 36.8 8 . 9 5 . 2 
March 35.4 38.6 3. 2 5.9 
April 39 . 8 38,. 0 1.8 5 . 4 May 56 . 5 38 .4 18.1 4.7 June 55 . 0 42.0 13.0 7.4 
July 46.5 44.6 1.9 8.5 
August 44 . 2 45 . 0 0.8 7.2 
Source: John F. Magee and David Boodman, Production 
Planning and Inventory Control (second ed-
ition, New York: McGraw Hill Book Company, 
1967), p. 113. 
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proceed using the following data. 
Actual demand = 105 
Expected demand = 98.1 
Forecast error = 6.9 
Alpha = 0.1 
Old MAD = 4 
tben: 
New mean absolute deviation = 0.1 (105-98.1) + 
(1 - 0 .1) 4 = 4.29 
Since the standard deviation is equal to l.2i t i me s 
the mean absolute deviation a safety stock for the pre-
ceeding observation would be equal to 4.29 times 1.25 (2) 
or 11 units for 95.44 occurrences out of 100. Since the 
lead time expected demand was 117 units (see page 53) a 
safety stock of 11 units should be added to allow for 
noise in the forecast. The .actual order point then is 
equal to 128 units. 
Knowing the general statistical properties of a 
normal distribution and having calculated the standard 
deviation or mean absolute deviation of forecast error 
the calculation of an order point is straightforward. 
~e service level or safety fact or is obviously related 
to the number of standard deviations provided as a re-
serve or safety stock. The knowledge of a normal dis-
tribution tells us that adding two standard deviations 
to the anticipated demand during lead time g ives 95.44 
per cent service and adding three standard deviations 
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during lead time increases the service level to 99.73 
per cent. Service level means the percentage of replen-
ishment periods during which demand should not exceed 
the order point quantity. An order point is designed to 
cover the demand during the lead time so that a replen-
ishment order can be placed in time for a product or 
part to be delivered before all stock is withdrawn. 9 
Accumulation of error. The error of the forecast 
is needed in order to make certain decisions concerning 
the maximum demand likely to be experienced during the 
period over which the forecast is made. 10 This sugges-
tion was described when discussing how to adjust for 
forecast error. 
If this error is accumulated (called Sum Delta) 
it can b e of interest to manag ement in the following 
ways. When Sum Delta is not zero it can provide an 
indication of bias in forecasting. Positive numbers 
indicate an undere stimate, negative numbers indicate an 
over-estimate. Management can establish an exception 
reporting technique using this information. As long as 
demand occurs in a random fashion the cumulative error 
9Plossl and Wright, QJ2. cit., p. 107. 
10 
Magee and Boodman , QJ2. cit., p. 111. 
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should be small. The logical choice of a control limit 
for such exception reporting is to establish the bounds 
of this cumulative error as a multiple of M.ADs. A fore-
cast evaluation program can contain the capability to 
examine the result of such exception reporting require-
11 
ments. 
Management may set a tracking control system at, 
for instance, f i v e times MAD. An out-of-contro l column 
could print an asterisk when the tracking signal exceeds 
the predetermined management control value. 
Exponential smoothing for a produgt group fore-
.Q!!&1. A product group forecast utilizing exponential 
smoothing can be used when a judgement forecast is made 
based on anticipated chang es in market penetration , com-
1 2 petitive r eactions, public acceptanc e of a product, et~ 
Naturally, such a product . group forecast will not be 
exactly the same as the sum o f the exponential smoothing 
forecasts f or t he i ndividua l items. For exampl e , if a 
marketing department decided to lower the price on a 
line of products expecting demand to increase as a re-
eul t of thi s pr i ce policy t he increase in demand would 
11 . ( M' . Burroughs Inventory Control S)stem Detroit, 
ichigan: Burrou ghs Corporation, 1 966 , pp. 3-4. 
1 2 
Plos sl and Wrigh t , Q.P.· cit., p. 39 . 
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not be shown in an exponential smoothing forecast be-
cause the forecast is based on only past data. 
Table XIII shows how tbe exponential smoothing 
forecasts for ea.ch of ten items in a product group may 
be revised as a result of a new product group forecast 
of 20,000 units received from tbe marketing department. 
TA:SLE XIII 
REVISED EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECAST 
Exponential smoothing New prorated item 
Item f oreca.st forecast 
1 1,500 1,875 
2 2,500 3,125 
3 500 625 
4 3,500 4,375 
5 1,000 1,250 
6 4,000 5,000 
7 2,000 2,500 
8 200 2 50 
9 300 375 
10 4-,500 5,625 
TOTAL 20,000 25,000 
-
The individual forecasts totaled only 20,000 units 
and the difference is then pro-rated a.cross ten products, 
each of them being a.djb.1.sted in proportion to its share 
Of the total so that the sum of the f oreca.sts for the 
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individual products equals 25,000. The new pro-rated 
forecast for each item may now be used a.s a basis for 
forecasting for the next period. Using a computer, this 
type of forecast adjustment is very readily made, even 
for numerous items. 
Seasonal patterns. A few products like Christmas 
cards or antifreeze follow a seasonal pattern. A fore-
cast system designed under application of exponential 
smoothing can adjust for and detect seasonal patterns. 
Two principles, however, a.re necessary for this method 
to be implemented: 
1. The reason for the seasonal pattern must be 
known. 
2. The variation resulting from the seasonal 
pattern must be less than the variation caused 
by unpredictable fluctuatio.ns . 1 3 
A solution to a sales forecasting problem where a. 
seasonal pattern is involve d rests upon the selection of 
a base series (some historical data) and comparing this 
base series with current demand so as to compute a de-
mand ratio. The most common base series is the actual 
demand for the product during the corresponding period 
v 13Robert G. Brown, Statistical Forecasting For In-~ntor~ Control, QJ2.· cit., p. 129. 
I 
I 
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iast year. An average of the demand for the three 
months surrounding the corresponding month in the pre-
vious year may be used as a base series if the history 
of a product reveals that peak demand shifts back and 
forth by a month or two from year to year. This base 
series (called average of the surrounding quarter) is 
found quite often where the demand for a product .depends 
on an unpredictable factor like weather. For example, 
antifreeze may have a peak demand in any one of two or 
three winter months depending on when cold weather ar-
rives. Sometimes when a number of stock keeping units 
are related their total demand may be used as a base 
series. 
As the first step each month a demand ratio must 
be computed: 
nemand ratio ])emand in the current month = Value of the base series for 
the current month. 
Table XIV, page 62, illustrates the procedure to find 
expected demand for the seasonal. Our example also as-
sumes that a definite trend exists and consequently ad-
justed exponential smoothing is employed. 
The first four columns of Table XIV are self ex-
planatory. Column five is equal to (J.- o<.. ) times the 
average for the previous month, plus ~times the demand 
TABLE XIV 
EXPECTED DEMAND FOR A SEASONAL 
Da ta Sour ce: Ai r passenger s carried ( in th ousands ) . Base Se r i e s: Surr oundi ng quar-
ter last year. Smoo thing constan t = 0 .1. 1 -OC. = 0 . 9 ; 1 - (/\ 
= 9 . 0 
°" 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Base Averag e Expected Expected 
Date Demand Series Rat i o Ra tio Cha nge Tr end Ratio Demand 
1 950 Jan 115 (1. 050 ) 0 1. 050 
Feb 1 26 120 . 7 1. 043 1 . 04 9 - 0 . 001 - 0 . 0001 1. 048 1 26 . 5 
Ma r 141 1 26 . 3 1.116 1. 0 56 0 . 007 0.0006 1 .061 1 34 . 0 
Apr 1 35 127 .3 1. 060 1. 0 56 0 . 000 0 . 0005 1. 061 1 35 .l 
May 125 128. 3 0 . 974 1. 048 - 0 . 008 - 0 . 0004 1. 044 1 33 . 9 
Jun 1 49 1 34. 7 1.106 1 . 054 0 . 006 0 . 0002 1 . 056 1 42 . 2 
J u l 170 1 43 .7 1.183 1. 067 0 . 01 3 0 . 0015 1. 081 1 55 . 3 
Aug 170 144. 0 1.180 1 . 078 0 . 011 0 . 0025 1.101 1 58 . 5 
Sep 158 1 34. 3 1.176 1 . 088 0 . 01 0 0 . 0033 1.118 1 50.1 
Oc t 133 119 .7 1.111 1 . 090 0 . 002 0 . 0032 1. 1 1 9 1 33 . 9 
0'I 
f\) 
1 
Date 
Nov 
Dec 
1951 Jan 
Source: 
TABLE XIV (continued) 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Base Average Expected Expected 
Demand Series Ratio Ratio Change Trend Ratio Demand 
114 113.7 1.002 1.081 - 0 .009 0.0020 1. 099 125. 0 
140 112.3 1.246 1.098 0.017 0. 0035 1.130 126 . 9 
145 119.7 1.211 1.109 0 . 011 0.0043 1.148 137 . 4 
Rob ert G. Brown~ Statistical Forecasting for I nventory Control (New York: 
McGraw Hill Book Company, 1959), p. 1 34, citing CAA Statisti cal Handbook 
of Aviation, 1954-1958. 
0\ 
\>J 
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ratio for the current month. (The initial value for col-
umn five is chosen by inspection of the first four values 
in column four.) Column six, change, is the average ratio 
last month subtracted from the value this month (column 
five). Column seven (trend values) are computed in the 
14 
same manner. 
Computations for trends were described earlier in 
this chapter, i.e. (1- cc ) times old trend plus ex. times 
tbe change for the current month. Initial value is arbi-
trarily determined as zero. Expected ratio equals column 
five plus 1 - "'- (column seven). And finally, expected 
oiC. 
demand equals column eight times column three . 15, 
Balancing holding costs and acquisition costs by 
using exponential smoothing. There are two approaches 
for balancing holding costs and acquisition costs. The 
"fixed order quantity-variable order i 'nterval" approach 
and the "fixed order interval-variable quantity" ap-
proa.ch. Of the two the former is most frequently used 
and is specified by: (1) the lead time, (T), elapsing 
between placing an order and receiving stock; (2) the 
order size, (Q); (3) the safety stock, (U); and, (4) the 
expected demand rate, (M). In inventory management the 
order point is specified to indicate when the economic 
14Ib"d 
-l.·' 
15Ibid. 
p. 135. 
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order quantity, (Q), should be ordered. The order point 
is equal to the expected demand during the lead time 
plus the safety stock. The safety stock is usually es-
timated to be twice the square root of lead time usage. 
The ror:u:Tr:: 
u = 2VHT 
O.P.= MT + u 
where: 
Q = Order quantity i n units 
M = Current month demand in units 
S = Acquisition cost 
K = Holding cost per dollar of inventory per year 
C =Unit cost of item 
T = Lead time in months 
U = Safety Stock 
0.P. = Order point in units 
The second system, the "fixed order interval-vari-
able order quantity" approach is specified by: ( 1) lead 
time, (T); (2) the period between revi ews, (P); ( 3 ) the 
Variable order quantity, (Q); (4) the safety stock, (U); 
and, (5) the demand rate, (M). Here a forecast is made 
of the demand for a standard review period plus the de-
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livery lead time. At each review an order is placed to 
bring total inventory "on band" and "on order" up to the 
forecast for lead time plus one review period, plus the 
standard safety stock. Here safety stock is estimated 
to be twice the sum of the lead time usage plus the 
usage during the review period. Under this system the 
formulas are: 
p = length of review period (in months) Wc c 
u = 2.3 
T = PM 
Q = PM + TM + U 
Each system bas certain advantages. The fixed 
order interval system makes it possible to do clerical 
work on a regular basis wh en a larg e number of items 
must be reviewed. The fixed order quantity system is 
used to review many low dollar value items in a large 
l. nv t t . b . 16 en ory on a con 1nuous a.sis. 
Production scheduling with exponential smoothing. 
In order to balance the cost of change of production and 
the chang e in inventory level a system bas been designed 
Which accomplishes the following: 
R. I. : 
1 6Robert J. Paulis, "Inventory Control," (Kingston, 
University of Rhode Island, 1 967) , pp. 4-6. 
(1) Reviews sales each period while arriving 
automatically at an individual item forecast. 
(2) Provides for smooth ordering or production 
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while maintaining the most economical inventory levels, 
even in seasonal items. 
(3) Reviews a production schedule periodically 
and compensates for changes in sales. 
(4) Balances the two sets of conflicting costs 
discussed previously so as to minimize cost operations. 
The formula is: 
where: 
Q = MP + R(Id - Ia) 
Q =Economic order quantity 
M = Current month forecast of sales 
P = Period between schedules (months) 
Id = Desired inventory at order points 
Ia = Actual inventory on hand and on order 
R = A production response factor between zero 
and one which is proportional to the ratio 
of inventory change costs to production 
chang e costs. 17 
R is ta.ken to be .05 to .2 depending on estimated 
costs. It is used to spread out inventory and production 
17Ibid., pp. 4-5 . 
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change requirements over several schedules. Here Id in-
cludes lead time usage and safety stock, where M equals 
current month forecast, T equals lead time in months and 
u equals safety stock, so that Id equals MT + u. 
Substituting for Id: 
Q = M(P + RT) + R(U - I ) 
a 
Assigning a value of .2 for~ then M equals .2M + .BM2 
and if R equnls .2 then we get: 
Q = (. 2M + . 8M2 ) ( P + . 2T) + . 2 ( U - I ) a 
M = latest actual month's sale 
M2 =last month's forecast 
Utilizing the formula presented earlier for P (P = V i~8 J 
MC 
where: 
s 
0 
K 
M 
Then P = 
= Acquisition ordering cost = 
= Unit cost = $:\-0.00 
= Holding cost = $0.24 
= Tiemand per month = 500 units 
, I 24 x 50 = 
v .24 x 500 x 100 
1,200 = 
1,200 
Our formula now reads: 
$50,00 
one month. 
Q = (. 2M + • 8M2 ) (1.1) + (. 2U - • 2 I ) a 
Table XV, page 69, illustrates how this formula 
responds to a typical series of sales data. The safety 
TABLE XV 
EXAM:PLE OF PRODUCTION PLANNING 
Q = (.2M + .BM2 ) (1.1) + (.2U - .2I ) a 
Current 
Actual Month Safety Inventory Order 
Period Demand Forecast Stock on Hand Quantity 
M M u I 
a 
Q 
l 525 
2 500 
3 225 
4 550 
5 500 
6 300 
7 550 
8 625 
9 600 
10 625 
11 510 
12 490 500 400 1500 328 
13 280 456 400 1550 233 
14 550 475 400 1271 365 
15 525 485 400 1096 403 
16 375 463 400 1115 347 
17 590 489 400 890 451 
18 565 505 350 765 475 
19 690 543 350 547 570 
20 625 559 350 479 600 
21 490 545 350 578 542 CJ\ 
22 550 546 350 582 566 \..0 
23 325 502 350 812 422 
24 580 518 410 692 527 
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stock in this table is determined as the difference be-
tween the highest and lowest sales for the last twelve 
months. This corresponds roughly to a shortage proba-
bility of one per cent. 
U is determined by using the formula of the sta-
tistical small sample theory (t table). 
Here we have a simple formula for planning produc-
ti on on a t ypical item i n terms of current demand, deman d 
forecast, safety stock and inventory on hand and on order. 
It involves only addition, subtraction and multiplication. 
It can b e solved using a c omputer, slide rule, or calcu-
lator. All costs have been balanced. It is efficient, 
stable, and responds faithfully to all sales trends while 
keeping production stable and inventories a t or near 
thei r opti mum leve1. 1 8 
Figure 5 is a g raphic presentati on of a material 
control cycle. It pictures the importance and interre-
lationshi p of sales f ore casts, produc tion s ch eduli n g and 
materials control. As materials pass through four stages 
of cycle; r a w materials inventory, in-pro cess inventory, 
fini shed s to ck inventor y and fina lly wa rehous e inventory 
its time t able and size or number is a f fect e d by s ales 
forecas ts and planning, and actual sales. The amoun t o f 
1 8 Ibi d. , p. 5 . 
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goods to be ordered, produced and stocked depends on 
sa.les and sales forecasting information correlation with 
the key control points illustrated. 
D_guble exponential smoothing. Single exponential 
smoothing considered a process where the model was con-
stant, and there was but one coefficient. However, 
where a process is changing steadily at a certain rate the 
ra.te should be included in a model. Double exponential 
smoothing, by the addition of a singular linear coeffi-
cient extends single exponential smoothing to account for 
the rate of change. Double exponential smoothing can be 
defined in the same way a.s a double moving average. The 
formulas for double exponential smoothing a.re: 
New single smoothed average = o< (new demand) + 
(1 - ex ) old single smoothed average 
New double smoothed average = ~(new single smoothed 
average) + (1 - « ) old double smoothed average 
and the formulas for the coefficients a.re: 
Estimated coefficient a.t time T = ~t= 2(new single 
smoothed average) - new double smoothed average 
/\ 0( ( Estimated trend at time T = bt = 1 _ ~ new sing le 
smoothed average) - new double smoothed average 
forecast for sa.les:1 9 
19Robert G. Brown, Smoothing, F_grecasting and Pre-
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" xt +7 = at + b t ~ 
where r = lead time 
The simplest way of sµpplying the values for the 
old single smoothed average and the old double smoothed 
average is to estimate the coeffi cients by the least 
squares method. To estimate the smoothed values using 
the coefficients the f ormulas are: 
/\ 1 - o( /'\ Old single smoothed average = .a bo 0 
o( 
" 
1 -o<. /\ Old double smoothed average = ao 2 . b o( 0 
Table XVI illustrates double exponential smoothing 
utilizing a smoothing constant of 0.1. 
diction of Discrete Time Serie§. (Eng lewood Cliffs: Pren -
tice Hall, Inc., 1963), pp . 132-134. 
TABLE XVI 
DOUBLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING 
Double 
Sales Smoothed Smooth ed Lead 
Da.te Data Data. Data. Coefficients Time Fore ca.st 
St(x) 121 " ~ 'I /'- /'-t xt st (x) at t at + bt 'T 
13 196.6 1 96 . 6 1 96 . 6 0 2 1 96 . 6 
14 1 89 195.8 1 96 . 5 1 95 .1 -0. 08 2 1 94 . 94 
15 244 200 .6 1 96 . 9 204.3 0 .41 2 205 .11 
16 209 201.4 197.4 205.4 0.44 2 206.28 
17 207 202.0 197. 9 206 .1 0.44 2 207. 00 
18 211 202.9 1 98 .4 207.4 0.50 2 208.40 
Source: Robert G. Brown , Smoothing , Forecasti:qg_ and Prediction of Discrete Time 
Series (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1963), p. 131. 
--.;] 
-f:>. 
IV 
EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING IN USE 
Burroughs Corporation 
The Burroughs Corporation, a producer of a wide 
variety of business machines and data processing equip-
ment, has experienced rapid growth. Burroughs' 1966 
sales reached $489,652,523.00, more tha n double the 1955 
figure of $217,805,044. As a service to their computer 
customers, Burroughs offers an Inventory Control System 
which utilizes exponential smoothing as a forecasting 
tool. 
In discussing the characteristics of demand the 
Burroughs Corporation emphasizes that change is a signi-
ficant characteristic of demand. 1 Wh en selecting a fore-
cast technique this criterion must be considered. An-
other criterion for a forecasting technique is the accur-
acy of the for ecast. Sinc e a ccur acy and response to 
change are opposing choices the management must decide 
on a system that produces the best mix of these objec-
tives . The a ccuracy of exponent i al s moothing can b e 
measured quantitatively. 
1 966 ' 
1 Bur r ough s Inven t ory Control System (Detro i t, Mich.: 
Burrough s Cor p or a t ion}, Ch. 3 , p. 4. 
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As stated earlier, of considerable importance in 
the use of this dynamic forecasting technique is the de-
termination of the smoothing constant which should be 
used to best cope with the particular circumstances of a 
given item 1 s requirement. The Burroughs Inventory Con-
trol System examines the use of various values for the 
-
smoothing constant by presenting a series of programs in 
their publications. In order to beg in the demonstration 
of response characteristics Burroughs assumes that it 
has inaccurate information concerning the mean of vari-
ance demand characteristics. Table XVII on page 83, 
describes the results of this analysis. 
While the estimate of demand improves steadily in 
comparison to actual demand there is still substantial 
error from the actual demand track, even after sixty-five 
revisions of the forecast. Using the same set of circum-
stances, including the initial error of the estimate the 
alpha value of the smoothing constant is increased to .20 
in Table XVIII on page 84. By observation, we see that 
the forecast tended to the actual demand pattern by the 
end of twelve months. But there was some instability in 
the continuing forecast of requirements. 
Table XIX on page 85 illustrates the results when 
a. demand history has upward trend characteristics. When 
analyz ing the values of these characteris tics with a time 
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series approach and plotting the values on the· chart it 
appears obvious that exponential smoothing is constantly 
lagging the upward trend. 
In order to correct for lag due to trend as well 
as account for forecast errors six additional elements 
of information are presented for the first time on tbe 
right hand side of Table XX, page 86. 
The column following forecast error in Table XX 
represents averages. Since the objective is to produce 
a forecast for the next demand period, we must add a new 
trend to the average plus the trend correction. So this 
column represents the forecast minus the trend adjust-
ment. It will vary from expected demand only when the 
trend adjustment is used. Following the average is the 
trend va lue (computed in the same manner as described in 
the previous chapter). Sometimes a smoothing constant 
for the trend is designa. ted by the Greek letter fl, (beta). 
To increase the flexibility of the technique, b eta is 
assigned a different value than the value of alpha. 
Occasionally the noise magnitude is different with re-
spect t o the t r en d than f or the expected value. 2 To 
simplify the presentation Burroughs allocates the same 
value of 0.1 to both alpha and beta.. The mean absolute 
2Ibid., Ch. 3, p. 22 . 
• 
deviation is next and the steps in the computational 
procedure are exactly the same as described earlier. 
Sum Tielta is the cumulative error of the estimate. 
Burroughs has established an exception reporting tech-
nique using the Sum Tielta information as a multiple of 
MATis. The next column is the tracking column. It ex-
presses Sum Tiel ta in MATis. The column headed "OC" is 
the "out of control column," it shows an asterisk when 
the tracking signal exceeds the predetermined tracking 
signal, in our illustration, the value of 5. 
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In Table XX the Sum Tielta reflects a value of 
zero at forecast interval number 16. Here another ele-
ment of flexibility in this management tool has been 
added. Since in setting up this particular analysis 
Burroughs planned to consider the first fifteen stages 
as a transient period, the length of time allowed for 
the forecasting technique to home in on actual demand, 
the error during this period is ignored. The accuracy 
of this technique is evaluated only after this point. 
It is generally true that the number of out-of-control 
signals increases as the accuracy~ the forecasting 
technique increases. As a company's forecasting ability 
increases the unexplained variations generally decrease. 
Thus as the ability to forecast item requirements in-
creases, the yardstick which triggers this manag ement 
79 
exception report shrinks. 
A further modification of the computational pro-
cedure involved in exponential smoothing can be made to 
evaluate the existence of a seasonal demand character-
istics. Table XXI on page 87 demonstrates the effective-
ness of exponential smoothing with a seasonal modifica-
tion. 
The seasonal adjustment factors for each period 
were determined by a comparison of the demand for the 
current month to the value of the base series for the 
current month. A look at the graphic presentation por-
tion of Table XXI reveals that the forecast has been 
brought in phase with the demand pattern. This advan-
tage was achieved with a small smo0thing constant mean-
ing less tracking of noise and improved accuracy. 
Table XXII on page 88 presents the analysis of a 
combination demand pattern. A demand pattern has been 
structured to contain an obvious seasonal pattern, 
superimposed on an upward trend. The analysis is made 
using the exponential smoothing techn~que with both 
trend and seasonal modifications. The improved accuracy 
and response in forecasting the demand for this item 
with these characteristics would be impossible without 
application of seasonal indicates. 
A computer program developed by Burroughs can 
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analyze the demand characteristics of an item in order 
that the forecasting techniques of exponential smoothing 
(single order, trend or second order, average with sea-
sonal, or trend with seasonal) may be chosen which will 
effectively solve this management problem. Management 
should also consider the impact of using a range of 
smoothing constants. The Burroughs Inventory Control 
sxstem includes a forecast evaluation model which facili-
tates making a systematic analysis of the effect of vary-
ing the options to the basic exponential smoothing 
techniques previously discussed and the effect of a 
range of smoothing constants. 
The analysis results in Table XXIII on page 89 
pertain to the forecast analysis conducted on the item 
presented in Table XXII. Th e smoothing constant values 
to be identified are listed from .10 io .40 in stages of 
.10 each. Beta values are also stepped up to .40 by .10. 
Now the model evaluates all o f these s moothing c onstant 
values for the four (single order, trend or second order, 
average with seasonal, or trend with seasonal) forecast-
ing techniques. The seasonal ratios to be used are 
identifi e d. Two rows of information are presented; first, 
the seasonal ratio and second, the number of business 
days of demand that the particular r atio is applicable 
to, s o that the seasona l r atios can be tailored t o the 
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business ha.bits of a.n organization. The tracking signal 
is set a.t 5.00. The forecast interval is specified a.s 
20 working days - the demands a.re aggregated in 20 day 
increments and the forecast of future requirements re-
assessed at these intervals. The transient period is 
set at 15. 
The summary report, Table XXIV on page 90 repre...., 
senting the model of Table XXIII is of more immediate 
value to an inventory control manager in reviewing the 
results of a comprehensive forecast system method evalu-
ation. A review of the summary report indicates that 
the forecast using trend and seasonal adjustment, with 
an alpha value of .20 and a beta value of .40 produced 
an average error of 150 units. It is easy to compare 
this result with other techniques evaluated. The ma.xi...., 
mum unit error that occurred throughout the simulation 
gives an additional element of information of value to 
management. 
There a.re instances where the technique producing 
the lowest average unit error does not produce the low-
est maximum error. There are situations where manage-
ment may choose to be protected against wide swings in 
demand, at the expense of average error. Three columns 
of information a.re presented in the summary which deal 
With measures of the variability of demand in terms of 
82 
MAJ). The summary report also indicates tbe number of 
times we would have received an out-of-control report or 
exception notice, had we been using an exception tech-
niq_ue. The final column of the summary report reflects 
the final Sum Delta for each analysis, as discussed pre-
viously. 
Uniro,;yal, Inc. 
Uniroyal is a large, diversified corporation that 
manufactures everything from tires to sporting goods. 
World-wide sales of $1,320,794,000 in 1966 were 7. 8 per c ent 
higher than in 1965. 
Mr. William S. Gere, Jr., Manager of Corporate 
Systems Development at Uniroyal, Inc., reports that his 
company uses short range sales forecasts to con trol pro-
duction costs. The sales forecast is .the first step in 
Uniroyal's inventory management program and there are 
two areas where exponential smoothing is applied - can-
vas footwear and tires. Each month short range computer-
ized forecasts provide an item by item projection of 
monthly sales. In the footwear area. over 1,000 items 
are being forecasted by style, size, color, and g ender. 
In forecasts for tires the demand for over 1,500 items 
is being predicted. The forecast i s used by plant man-
a gers to prepare production schedul e s for the next six 
pEM JDENTIFICATlUN ••• 
~CTUAL t-.Xf"l::CT FC.ST 
outAND UEMANO ERROR 
313 
31' 
319 
276 
27':l 
295 
325 
286 
293 
288 
294 
274 
289 
285 
286 
293 
308 
294 
328 
329 
295 
354 
273 
289 
310 
J04 
297 
310 
310 
306 
329 
264 
300 
284 
320 
270 
311 
333 
331 
309 
325 
280 
277 
298 
314 
296 
289 
. 262 
313 
258 
307 
286 
276 
315 
291 
297 
343 
306 
308 
· ~~~ 
281 
297 
307 
328 
118 +195 
120 +197 
122 +197 
124 +1':>2 
125 +150 
127 +168 
128 +197 
130 +156 
132 +161 
133 +155 
135 +159 
136 +138 
138 +1':>1 
139 +146 
141 +145 
142 +1':>1 
143 +165 
145 +149 
146 +182 
148 +181 
150 +145 
151 +203 
153 ' +120 
155 +134 
1':>6 +1':>4 
157 +14f 
159 +138 
160 +150 
162 +148 
163 +143 
164 +165 
166 +98 
167 +133 
168 +116 
169 +151 
171 +99 
172 +139 
173 +160 
1(5 +156 
176 +133 
117 + 14.8 
1f9 +101 
ldO +97 
UH +117 
un +132 
163 +113 
1H4 +105 
185 +fl 
lb6 +127 
187 +71 
1b8 +119 
159 +97 
190 +86 
191 +124 
192 +99 
193 +104 
194 +149 
195 +111 
196 +112 
197 +145 
199 +93 
200 +tH 
200 +91 
201 +106 
202 +126 
TABLE XVII 
AVERAGE OR SINGLE SMOOTHING WITH ALPHA ~0.10 
LUw VARIABILITY DEMAND A = ACTUAL, F : fURECAST 
rcsr 
NO. 0 90 160 270 360 4 50 
·---···-·--+··--+----·--···----+---·1··-~·-·--·----+ 1+ 
2+ 
3+ 
4+ 
5+ 
6+ 
7+ 
8+ 
9+ 
10+ 
1 1 + 
12+ 
13+ 
14+ 
15+ 
16+ 
17+ 
18+ 
19+ 
20+ 
21+ 
22+ 
23+ 
2'4+ 
25+ 
26+ 
27+ 
28+ 
29+ 
30+ 
31+ 
32+ 
33+ 
34+ )5+ 
36+ 
37+ 
38+ 
39+ 
4'0 + 
41+ 
4!2+ 
4 3+ 
44+ 
45+ 
46+ 
47+ 
48+ 
49+ 
50+ 
51+ 
52+ 
53+ 
54+ 
55+ 
56+ 
57+ 
58+ 
59+ 
60+ 
61+ 
62+ 
63+ 
64+ 
65+ 
Source: Burrou ha Inventory Control S stem (Detroit; Michigan: Bu~roughe 
Corporat on, l , Ch. 3. p. • 
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TABLE XVIII 
AVERAGE OR SINGIE SMOOTHING WITH ALPHA : · 0.20 
¥ 
ITEM IDtNTlFlCATION --- LOW VAHIAHILITY OEMANU A = ACTUAL- f = fURECAST 
ACTUAL £Xt'E.CT 
OEM AND OE"4ANO 
313 118 
31 7 l'.J7 
319 1 d9 
276 215 
27'.J 227 
295 237 
325 248 
286 264 
293 268 
288 213 
294 276 
274 280 
289 2l9 
285 261 
266 281 
293 282 
308 285 
294 289 
nB 290 
329 298 
295 304 
354 302 
273 .H3 
289 305 
310 301 
304 3U3 
297 303 
310 302 
310 304 
306 305 
329 305 
264 310 
JOO 301 
264 301 
320 297 
270 30~ 311 2Y 
333 2Y9 
33~ 305 30 311 
325 310 
280 313 
277 307 
298 301 
314 300 
296 303 
289 301 
262 299 
313 292 
258 296 
307 2b8 
286 292 
276 2Y1 315 268 291 293 297 293 343 2Y4 306 303 306 304 342 305 292 312 281 308 297 303 307 302 328 303 
Source: 
FCST 
E.RROR 
+195 
+160 
+130 
+61 
+46 
+58 
+77 
+22 
+25 
+15 
+18 
•6 
+10 
+4 
+S 
+11 
+23 
+5 
+38 
+31 
•9 
+52 
•40 
-16 
+9 
+1 
-6 
+8 
+6 
+1 
+24 
•46 
-1 
•17 
+23 
•32 
+16 
+34 
+26 
-2 
·~5 
- 3 
•30 
•3 
+14 · 
-7 
-12 
•37 
+21 
•38 
+19 
•6 
•1s 
+27 
-2 
+4 
+49 
+3 
+4 
+37 
-20 
•27 
·6 
+5 
+25 
' · 
res r 
NO. 0 90 160 270 360 450 
·-----·----···--·----·----··-····-·-·--·-·-·-······+ 1 + ?+ 
3+ 
4+ 
5+ 
6+ 
7+ 
8+ 
9+ 
10+ 
1 1 + 
12•-------------------------------
13+ 
14+ 
15+ 
16+ 
17+ 
18+ 
19+ 
20+ 
21+ 
22+ 
23+ 
24+ 
25+ 
26+ ~ 
27+ 
28+ 
29+ 
30+ 
31+ 
32+ 
33+ 
34+ 
35+ 
36+ 
37+ 
38+ 
39+ 
40+ 
41+ 
42+ 
43+ 
44+ 
45+ 
46+ 
47+ 
48+ 
49+ 
50+ 
51+ 
52+ 
53+ 
54+ 
55+ 
56+ 
57+ 
58+ 
59+ 
60+ 
61+ 
62+ 
63+ 
64+ 
65+ 
Burrough8 Invento~ Control Sy8tem (Detroit; Michigan: Burroughs 
Corporation, 1966~ Ch. 3, P• 6 • 
'- · 
. 
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ITEM JD£NllFICATION ••• 
UAL EXPECT FCST ACT uEMAND ERROR DEMAND 
·4128 
3281 
3936 
2<;89 
3238 
3365 
3841 
3477 
3265 
3333 
3704 
2994 
3757 
3207 
3249 
3689 
4122 
I 3'j20 
4714 
4529 
4019 
5316 
3291 
3577 
4160 
3964 
4557 
4191 
4Y10 
4585 
4775 
3526 
4449 
3984 
5114 
3441 
4901 
5685 
5065 
4938 
5396 
3996 
4120 
4793 
5319 
4891 
4893 
3951 
5286 
3925 
5563 
4331 
4354 5'j98 
4687 • 
5520 
6464 
5364 
5642 
6272 
~047 
5043 
5645 
5601 
6156 
4128 
4128 
4043 
4033 
3888 
3823 
3 f7 7 
3184 
3 7 'j 3 
3704 
3667 
3611 
3603 
3619 
J'jf7 
3,4,, 
35'j9 
3615 
3606 
3f17 
3798 
3820 
3970 
3902 
3869 
3898 
3905 
3970 
3992 
4084 
4134 
41Y8 
4131 
4163 
4145 
4242 
4162 
4236 
4380 
4449 
4498 
4'.:>88 
4528 
4488 
4'.:>18 
4598 
4628 
46'.:>4 
4'.:>84 
4654 
4'.:>81 
4679 
4644 
4615 
4(14 
4711 
4792 
4959 
5000 
!>064 
5165 
~171 
5158 
!:>207 
!>266 
+O 
• ,84 7 
-101 
•1444 
•650 
-458 
+64 
-307 
•488 
•371 
+37 
•677 
+154 
•412 
•328 
+144 
+563 
•95 
+1108 
+812 
+221 
+1496 
•679 
•325 
+291 
+66 
+652 
+221 
+918 
+501 
+641 
•672 
+318 
•179 
+969 
•801 
+739 
+1449 
+685 
+489 
+898 
•592 
•408 
+305 
+801 
+293 
+265 
•703 
+702 
•729 
+982 
•348 
•290 
+983 
-21 
+809 
+1672 
+405 
+642 
+1208 
•138 
•128 
+487 
+594 
+890 
TABLE XIX . 
AVERAGE OR SINGLE SMOOTHING WITH ALPHA = 0.10, UPWARD TRENDING DEMAND 
UPWARD TRENDING DEMAND A = ACTUAL, f = fURlCAST 
FCST 
NO• 0 2000 4000 6000 . 6000 10000 
+-----·----·----·----+-···+ -·----+ 
1+ : ········-·----·---2+ 
3+ 
4+ 
5+ 
6+ 
7+ 
8+ 
9+ 
10+ 
1 1 + 
12+ 13+ 4+ 
15+ 
16+ 
17+ 
18+ 
19+ 
20+ 
21+ 
22+ 
23+ 
24+ --: 
25+ 
26+ 
27+ 
28+ 
29+ 
30+ 
31+ 
32+ 33..._ ____ -t-____________ ~~ 
34+ 
35+ 
36+ 
37+ 
!~! TIME LAG 
41+ 
42+ 
43+ 
44+ 
45 ... ----... ----------------~ 6+ 
47+ 
48+ 
49+ 
50+ 
51+ 
52+ 
5 3+ 
54+ 
55+ 
56+ 
57+ 
58+ 
59+ 
60+ 
61+ 
62+ 
6 3+ 
64+ 
65+ 
Source: Burroughs Invento~ Control System (Detroit; Michigan: Burroughs 
corporation, 1966~ ch. 3, P• 12. 
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ITEM IDENTIFICATION ••• 
ACTUAL EXP~CT FCST 
DEMAND OEMANO ERRUR 
4128 
3281 j936 
2589 
3238 
3365 
3641 
34 77 
3265 
3333 
3'04 
2994 
3757 
3207 
3249 
3689 
4122 
3520 
4714 
4529 
4019 
5316 
3291 
3577 
4160 
3964 
4557 
4191 
4910 
4585 
4775 
3526 
4449 
3984 
5114 
3441 
4901 
5685 
5065 
4938 
5396 
3996 
4120 
4793 . 
5319 
4891 
4893 
3951 
5286 
3925 
5563 
4331 
4354 
5598 
4687 
ss20 
6464 
~364 
5642 
6272 ~047 ~043 53351 
6156 
4128 
4128 ' 
3Y59 
3946 
3666 
3'.:>'.:>8 
3493 
3'.:> 34 
3497 
3425 
3379 
3415 
3306 
3366 
3309 
3270 
3326 
3462 
34'.:>9 
3695 
3860 
3898 
4189 
4031 
39S4 
4003 
4006 
4126 
4155 
4322 
4399 
4500 
4336 
4379 
4321 
4498 
4312 
4445 
4714 
4817 
4818 
5020 
48~8 
4744 
4119 
4Y13 
4940 
4962 
4791 
4910 
4139 
4920 
4626 
4150 
4933 
4906 
5048 
5357 
5398 
5487 
!>6H6 
!>608 
!>539 
5598 
!>678 
+0 
•847 
-23 
•1357 
•428 . 
•193 
+348 
•57 
-232 
•92 
+325 
•421 
+451 
•159 
•60 
+419 
+796 
+58 
+1255 
+834 
+159 
+1418 
•898 
•454 
+206 
•39 
+551 
+65 
+7S5 
+263 
+376 
•974 
+113 
•395 
+793 
•1057 
+589 
+1240 
+351 
+121 
+518 
•1024 
•738 
+49 
+540 
•22 
•47 
•1011 
•495 
•985 
+824 
•589 
•472 
+848 
•246 
+614 
+1416 
+7 
+244 
+785 
•639 
•565 
+106 
+203 
+478 
TABLE XX 
TREND OR SECOND ORDER SMOOTHING WITH ALPHA : 0.10, BETA : 0.10 
UPWARO TRENDING DEMAND 
E X P S M 0 0 T H E D 
AVERAGE THE ND MAO 
4128.0 
41?8.0 
4043.3 
4032.6 
38dd,2 
38?.3.2 
3777.4 
3783,8 
37'.>3,1 
3704,3 
3667.2 
3670,9 
3603,2 
36tB.6 
3577.4 
3544.6 
3559,0 
3615,3 
360~.8 
3716,6 
3797,8 
3819.9 
3969.5 
3901e7 
3a6Y,2 
3898,3 
3904.9 
3970.1 
3992,2 
4084,0 
4134.1 
4198,2 
4131,0 
4162,8 
4144,9 
4241,8 
4161,7 
4235,6 
4380.5 
4449.0 
4497.9 
4587.7 
4528.5 
4487,7 
4518.2 
4598,3 
4627,6 
4654,l 
4583,8 
4654,0 
4581 t1 
4679,3 
4644,5 
4615,5 
4713,8 
4711.1 
4792,0 
49?9,2 
4999,7 j063,9 
5164,7 
5170,9 
5158,1 
5206,8 
5266,2 
o,oo 
o.oo 
84,70 
78,53 
206,38 
228,54 
224,99 
237.29 
219,26 
2?0.53 
207.68 
219,41 
239.57 
260,71 
250,54 
231,49 
250.24 
304,82 
280 .14 
377.63 
423,27 
396.84 
498.96 
538,86 
530,37 
497,93 
452,04 
461.94 
422.25 
455,53 
436.28 
430.25 
484,63 
447,47 
442,22 
477,30 
535,27 
540,64 
610,58 
584,62 
538,26 
536.23 
585,01 
600,31 
545.16 
544.66 
492,39 
447,85 
504 .t 7 
503.25 
551,43 
576,69 
f},79,72 
568,95 
596,66 
56·1 .11 
566,99 
651. 89 
587,40 
553,06 
576,25 
582,53 
580,78 
533,JO 
500,27 
SUM T~K 0 
DELTA SIG C 
+O 
+O 
•847 
•870 
•2221 
•2655 
•28413 
•2500 
•2557 
•27ti9 
·2881 
•2556 
•2977 
•2526 
·2685 
+O 
+419 
+1215 
+1273 
+2528 
' +3362 
+3521 
+4939 
+4041 
+3587 
+3793 
+3754 
+4305 
+4370 
+c;12s 
+5386 
+5764 
+4790 
+4903 
+4508 
+5301 
+4244 
+4833 
+6073 
+6424 
+6545 
+7063 
+6039 
+5301 
+5350 
+5890 
+5868 
+5821 
+4810 
+5305 
+4320 
+5144 
+4555 
+4063 
+4931 
+4665 
+5299 
+6715 
+6f22 
+6966 
+77~1 
+7112 
+6547 
+6653 
+6856 
A ACTUAL, F = FUR~CAST 
rcsr 
NO. 0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 
+•••••+···-·----·----+--··+···-+····+··-·+···-+···-+ 
1+ 
2+ 
3+ 
4+ 
5+ 
6+ 
7+ 
8+ 
9+ 
10+ 
11+ 
12+----"""!"-----------j~~---
13+ 
14+ 
15+ 
16+ 
17+ 
. 18+ 
19+ 
20+ 
21+ 
22+ 
23+ 
24+ 
25+ 
26+ 
27+ 
28+ 
29+ 
30+ 
3,, + 
32+ 
33+ 
34+ 
35+ 
36+ 
37+ 
38+ 
39+ 
40+ 
41+ 
42+ 
43+ 
44+ 
45+ 
46+ 
47+ 
48+ 
49+ 
50+ 
51+ 
52+ 
53+ 
~4+ 
55+ 
56+ 
!>7+ 
58+ 
59+ 
60+ 
61+ 
62+ 
63+ 
64+ 
65+ 
Source: Burrough8 Inventory Control Sy8tem (Detroit; Michigan: Burrough• 
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TABLE XXI 
AVERAGE WITH SEASONAL WITH ALPHA = 0.10 
' ITEM IULNTIFICATION ••• L.AwN flJRNJTURE A = ACTUAL, F = FURlCAST 87 
LXl-'ECT FCST E X P S M 0 0 T H E D FCST ACTUAL 
OlMAND UEMAND ERROR AVE HAGE THENO MAU 
SUM THK U 
0 EL TA S l <1 C N01 0 300 600 900 1200 1500 
212 
200 
353 
3 0 d 
511 
770 
738 
473 
261 
182 
190 
236 
184 
152 
231 
398 
'j82 
716 
196 
558 
300 
279 
128 
265 
136 
183 
345 
418 
634 
787 
751 
371 
· 300 
1 1 0 
239 
186 
191 
324 
345 
434 
628 
654 
592 
471 
358 
166 
234· 
234 
189 
142 
352 
341 
432 
811 
612 
510 
426 
179 
184 
381 
144 
206 
276 
447 
623 
212 
239 
.H3 
. 4'j4 . 
640 
IH5 
769 
538 
344 
192 
199 
285 
183 
206 
318 
379 
'j'j5 
f25 
687 
490 
321 
182 
200 
277 
180 
198 
312 
386 
'j6 7 
746 
f12 
50 3 
316 
180 
180 
268 
169 
193 
327 
403 
592 fl4 
f23 
499 
320 
185 
1 91 
281 
urn 
204 
314 
390 
560 
712 
684 
476 
310 
ld4 
1 91 
2f4 
186 
205 
324 
392 
!:>f8 
+O 
-39 
-20 
•146 
•129 
-45 
•31 
•65 
•83 
-10 
-9 
•49 
+ l 
-54 
•87 
+19 
+27 
•9 
+109 
+68 
-21 
+97 
•72 
-12 
•44 
-15 
+33 
+32 
+67 
+41 
+39 
•132 
•16 
. -70 
+ 5 9 
•82 
+22 
+131 
+18 
+31 
+36 
·120 
•.1 31 
-28 
+38 
•J9 
+43 
•47 
+9 
•62 
+38 
•49 
•128 
+99 
•72 
+34 
+116 
•S 
•7 
+107 
•42 
+1 
•48 
+55 
+45 
451.0 
451.0 
443.6 
441.? 
426.9 
418.2 
4 1 'j • 8 
4 1 4. 1 
409,0 
399,1 
397.1 
395,3 
388. '.) 
388.7 
3 n~. s 
368,1 
369.9 
311.1 
3 71. 2 
3r1.1 
382.3 
379,7 
399,8 
385,4 
383,6 
374,1 
371.2 
31 '.>. 1 
378 .1 
382. 5 
384.6 
386,7 
3 '6. 5 
374.5 
359,9 
371.7 
360.3 
364,9 
389.5 
391.6 
394.5 
396.9 
390.7 
383,6 
381.4 
3~5.8 
381. 8 
390,4 
383.8 
385.6 
373,8 
378.3 
373,S 
364.9 
369.9 
365,9 
368.5 
382.3 
381.3 
379.9 
394.8 
385.9 
386,1 
380.3 
385,6 
+o.oo 
+o.oo 
+o.oo 
+o.oo 
+0.00 
+0,00 
+o.oo 
+0,00 
+o,oo 
+0,00 
+o.oo 
+0,00 
+o.oo 
+o.oo 
+o,oo · 
+0,00 
+o.oo 
+o.oo 
+o.oo 
+0,00 
+o.oo 
+0,00 
+o.oo 
+0,00 
+o,oo 
+0,00 
+o.oo 
+o.oo 
+o,oo 
+0,00 
+o.oo 
+0,00 
+o.oo 
+o.oo 
+o.oo 
+o.oo 
+o,oo 
+0,00 
+o,oo 
+o.oo 
+o.oo 
+o.oo 
+o.oo 
+0,00 
+o,oo 
+0,00 
+o.oo 
+0,00 
+o.oo 
+o.oo 
+o,oo 
+o.oo . 
+o,oo 
+o.oo 
+o,oo 
+o.oo 
+o,oo 
+o.oo 
+o.oo 
+o.oo 
+o,oo 
+o.oo 
+o.oo 
+0,00 
+o,oo 
o.oo 
o.oo 
3.90 
5.51 
19.56 
30.50 
31.95 
31.85 
35.17 
39.95 
36.95 
34.15 
35,b4 
32 .t 8 
34.36 
39,62 
37.56 
36,50 
33.15 
41.28 
43.95 
41.65 
41 .19 
49.67 
45.90 
45,71 
42.64 
41 • 68 
40.71 
43,34 
43,11 
42.70 
51.63 
48,07 
50.26 
51 .13 
54.22 
51.00 
59.00 
54.90 
52. 51 
50,86 
57.77 
65,09 
61.38 
59,04 
55.04 
53.tl4 
53.16 
48.74 
so.or 
48,86 
48,87 
56.78 
61.00 
62.10 
59.29 
64.96 
58,96 
53.76 
59.08 
57.37 
51.73 
51.36 51 • . , 2 
+O 
+0 
-39 
-59 
•?05 
•334 
-379 
•410 
•415 
•558 
•">6R 
•577 
•626 
•625 
•679 
+ () 
+19 
+1-4 6 
+37 
+146 
+214 
+193 
+?90 
+218 
+206 
+162 
+147 
+180 
+?. 12 
+219 
+320 
+359 
+227 
+?. 11 
+ 141 
+200 
+118 
+140 
+271 
+289 
+320 
+356 
+236 
+105 
+IT 
+ 115 
+96 
+139 
+92 
+101 
+39 
+77 
+28 
•100 
-1 
-73 
•39 
+77 
+72 
+65 
+172 
+1JO 
+131 
+6 3 
. + 138 
o.or 
a.or 
10.or 
10. n 
t0.4T 
10,9T 
11.BT 
1 2, 8 T 
13.~T 
13,YT 
15,3T 
16,8T 
17,5T 
1 Y. in 
19,7T 
o.o 
o.5 
1 • 2 
1. 0 
3.5 
4 • 8 
4,6 
6.1• 
4.3 
4.4 
3 • '.> 
3,4 
4.3 
'j. 2• 
6,4• 
7.4• 8,4• · 
4.3 
4.3 
2.8 
3.9 
2 • 1 2.r 
4,5 
s.2• 
6,0• 
6.9• 
4.0 
1. 6 
1 • 2 
1 • 9 
1 • 7 
2.5 
1 • 7 
2.0 
o.7 
1. 5 
o.5 
1 • 7 
o.o 
1 • 1 
o.6 
1 • 1 
1 • 2 
1 • 2 
2.9 
2,2 
2,5 
1. 6 
2.6 
·--·--+·---+---·+----+---·+·--·+·-··+--··+··-·+·--·+ 1 + 
?. + 
3+ 
4+ 
5+ 
6+ 
7+ 
8+ 
9+ 
10+ 
1 1 + 
12+ 
13+ 
14+ 
15+ 
16+ 
17+ 
18+ 
19+ 
20+ 
21+ 
2:?+ 
23+ 
24+ 
2';+ 
26+ 
27+ 
2R+ 
29+ 
30+ 
31+ 
32+ 
33+ 
34+ 
3';+ 
36+ 
37+ 
38+ 
39+ 
40+ 
41+ 
4::>+ 
43+ 
44+ 
45+ 
46+ 
47+ 
4R+ 
49+ 
50+ 
51+ 
52+ 
53+ 
54+ 
55+ 
56+ 
57+ 
56+ 
59+ 
60+ 
61+ 
6~+ 
63+ 
64+ 
65+ 
Source: Burroughs Inventory Control System (Detro1t;.M1chigan: Burroughs 
Corporation, 1966), Ch. 3, p. 17. 
\ 
J 
ITEM IOENTIFICATlON ••• 
ACTUAL ~X~ECT FCST 
DEMAND DEMAND EHROR 
212 ~12 +O 
206 353 •145 
423 683 •260 
455 149 -294 
173 123 +50 
1314 866 +448 
1313 856 +457 
853 642 +211 
467 358 +109 
182 66 +114 
262 276 •14 
487 112 -225 
184 157 +27 
230 292 •62 
600 672 •72 
1117 954 +163 
1729 1~31 +198 
2452 2377 +75 
2459 2264 +195 
1703 1594 +109 
851 880 •29 
279 154 +125 
266 484 •218 
872 978 •106 
136 246 ·110 
355 310 +45 
1065 852 +213 
1736 1470 +266 
2580 2403 +177 
3734 3663 +71 
3495 3495 +O 
2201 2360 •159 
1212 1206 +6 
110 215 •105 
521 326 +195 
1143 1113 +30 
191 301 -110 
621 402 +21~ 
1450 1358 +92 
2391 2181 +210 
3462 3452 +10 
4802 5097 •295 
4392 4664 •272 
3066 3039 +27 
1619 1617 +2 
166 287 -121 551 459 +92 
1456 1296 +156 
169 364 •175 
447 436 +9 
1808 1095 +713 
~8~~ ~g~~ :~J~ 
6157 5836 +319 
5499 5696 •197 
3816 3785 +33 
2080 2027 +53 
179 367 •188 
700 552 +148 
2127 1617 +510 
144 504 •360 
637 502 +135 
2102 1430 +672 
~~?~ ~~~~ :~~~ 
TABLE XXII 
TREND WITH SEASONAL WITH ALPHA : 0.20, BETA = 0.40 
GOOO LAWN FURNITURE 
£ X P S M 0 0 T H E 0 
AVERAGE TRENO MAD 
SUM TRK 0 f"CST 
DELTA SIG C NO. 0 
A : ACTUAL, r = FURlCAST 
2000 4000 
88 
6000 6000 10000 
+·----·----··---+-•••+••••+••••+••••+••••+••••+••••+ 
1171.7 
1177.7 
1080,8 
974.5 
858 0 
. 777:9 
731.4 
703.9 
680,8 
669.2 
815.4 
846.4 
818,3 
859.1 
640,6 
628.3 
655,2 
888,8 
914,5 
954.1 
998,2 
1025.5 
1249~6 
1196,7 
1210.i 
1119,2 
1132,0 
1182,2 
1245.1 
1301,4 
1351,0 
1397.1 
1421.3 
1460,2 
1337,4 
1455.8 
1495,9 
1406,9 
1541 .1 
1609,5 
1699,8 
1769,5 
1814.1 
1848,7 
1901,8 
1953.2 
1617.9 
1662,S 
1912,0 
1739,6 
1689,7 
tS~J:~ 
2043.0 
2145.3 
2213,9 
2297,7 
2392,8 
2189,6 
2210.2 
2432,7 
2106,2 
2109,6 
2233,6 
2404,5 
+o.oo o.oo +O O~OT 1+ 
+o,oo o.oo +o o.or 2+ 
•38.75 29.00 •145 5,0T 3+ 
•65.71 75.20 •405 5,3J 4+ 
•86,05 . 118,96 •699 5.8 5+ 
•83,69 105.17 •649 6,lT 6+ 
•o8,~3 173,74 •20t 1,1T 7+ 
•52.28 230.39 +256 1.11 8+ 
•40,62 226.51 +467 2,0T 9+ 
•29,03 203.01 +576 2,8T 10+ 
+41,05 185,21 +690 3,7T 11+ 
+37.02 150,97 +676 4,4T 12+ 
+10,96 165.f8 +451 2,7T 13+ 
+22,89 138.02 +478 3,4T 14+ 
+6.33 122,82 +416 3,JT 15+ 
•1,11 112,66 +O O,O 16+ 
+10,10 122.73 +163 1,3 17+ 
+19,48 137.78 +361 2,6 18+ 
+21.98 125.22 +436 3,4 19+ 
+29,04 139.18 +631 4.~ 20+ 
+35,0S 133,14 +740 5,S• 21+ 
+31,94 112,31 +711 6,3• 22+ 
+108,81 114,65 +A36 7,2* 23+ 
+44,13 135,48 +618 4,5 24+ 
+31,84 129.58 +512 3,9 25+ 
-17,26 125,66 +402 3,1 26+ 
-5,23 109,53 +447 4,0 27+ 
+16,95 130,22 +660 5,0 28+ 
+35,31 157.38 +926 5,8• 29+ 
+43,71 161,30 +1103 6,8• 30+ 
+46,06 143.24 +1174 6.t• 31+ 
+46,07 114,59 +1174 10,2• 32+ 
+37,31 123.47 +1015 6,2• 33+ 
+37,96 99,98 +1021 10.2• 34+ 
•26,35 100.98 +916 9,0* 35+ 
+31~57 119.78 +1111 9,2• 36+ 
+35,00 101,82 +1141 11~2· 37+ 
•13,18 103.46 +1031 9,9• 38+ 
+44,62 126,57 +1250 9,8• 39+ 
+54,13 119.66 +1342 11,2• 40+ 
+68,61 137.73 +1552 .11.2• 41+ 
+69,06 112.18 +1562 13,9• 42+ 
+59,~8 148.74 +1267 8~5* 43+ 
+49,42 173,39 +995 5,7• 44+ 
+50,91 144.11 +1022 1.0• 45+ 
+51,09 115.69 +1024 8,6• 46+ 
·23,45 116.75 +903 7.7• 47+ 
+3,75 111,80 +995 6,8• 48+ -'"""----
+22,06 121,04 +1153 9,5* 49+ 
•55,72 131.63 +978 7,4• 50+ 
•53,40 107.26 +967 9,2* 51+ 
!~~:3S ~~~:ti :~~~g ~:;: ~~: 
+75,66 299,3d +2580 ~.6* 54+ 
+86.4~ 303.24 +2907 9,5• 55+ 
+79,30 281.Y9 +2710 9,6* . 56+ 
+a1~12 232.19 +2743 1.1.s• 57+ 
+86,72 196,35 +2796 14.2* 58+ 
•29,24 194.68 +2608 13,3* 5~+ 
+14,69 165,34 ·+2756 14,8* 60+ 
!~~:~! ~i~:~~ :~~8~ ta:g: ~~: 
•50,43 244,78 +3041 12,4* 63+ 
+19,36 330.22 +3713 11.2• 64+ 
+79,96 439.98 +4592 10,4• . 65+ 
' ' 
Source: Burroughs Inventory Control S:vstem (Detroit·: Michigan: Bu~roughs 
TABLE XXIII 
FORECASTING METHOD ANALYSIS - BURROUGHS CORP., MANAGEMENT SCIENCE DEPT. 
ITEM IOENTlrICATIO~ --- ~000 LA•N ruRNITURE -
THE FOLLUWlNG METHODS WILL l:JE USEOa 
AVERAGE OR SINGLE SMOOTHING 
TREND OR SECOND ORDER SMOOTHING 
AVlHAGE WITH SEASONAL 
THlND WITH SEASONAL 
THE FOLLUWlNG PARAMETlRS WILL l:Jl US[OI 
ALPHA FROM .10 TO ,40 IH STEPS 
l:JE TA FROM .10 TO . • 40 tj y STEPS 
FORECAST INTERVAL 20 
THACKING SIGNAL LIMIT ~.o 
LENGTH or TRANSIENT 1~ 
BUSINESS DAYS PE:H Y£AR 240 
THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS 
DETAIL REPORT 
INlTIALIZATION 
WILL B~ USEOI 
THE FOLLOWING SEASONALS WILL BE USEDI 
Of .10 
Of .10 
PEH 
VAL 
1 PER 
DAT VAL: 
2 PER 
OAT VAL 
4 PER ~ PER 6 PER 7 PE~ 6 PER 9 PEH 10 PER 11 PER 12 
OAT VAL DAT VAL DAT VAL OAT VAL DAT VAL DAT VAL OAT VAL DAT · VAL OAT 
3 PER 
DAT VAL 
0, 16 20 0,30 40 0,77 60 1.16 60 1,69 100 2,41 120 2.21 140 1.4~ 160 0,75 180 0,13 200 0,27 220 0,69 240 
Source: Burroughe Inventory Control Sy~tem (Detroit; Michigan: Burroughs ~orporatlon. 1966). ch. 3. p. 19. -
8 9 
" 
ITEM IUENTIFICATION ••• 
FCST USE S/C 
METH SEAS ALPHA BlTA 
AVRG 
AVRG 
AVRG 
AVRG 
TRNU 
TRNO 
TRNO 
TRN[) 
TRNI) 
TRNlJ 
TRNU 
TRNU 
TRNO 
TRNU 
TRNO 
TRNU 
TRNO 
TRNO 
TRND 
TRND 
AVRG 
AVRG 
AVRG 
AVRll 
TRNU 
TRNO 
TRND 
TRNO 
TRNO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YE.S 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
.10 
.20 
.30 
.40 
• 10 
.10 
.10 
• 10 
.20 
.20 
.20 
.20 
.30 
,30 
,30 
,30 
.40 
,40 
,40 
,40 
.10 
.20 
,30 
,40 
.10 
.10 
.10 
.10 
,20 
.io 
.20 
,30 
.40 
.10 
.20 
,30 
,40 
.10 
.20 
,30 
,40 
,10 
,20 
,30 
,40 
.io 
.20 
,JO 
,40 
.10 
TRNU YES e20 120 
GOOU LAWN tURNITURE 
UNIT•ERROR PERCENT•ERRUR 
AVG MAX AVG MAX 
1158 
1155 
1124 
1093 
1197 
1210 
1179 
1126 
1210 
1211 
1177 
1112 
1179 
+4843 114e8i 90o,oi 
+4565 122,6i 814,8% 
+4?26 121.oi 825,1% 
+3624 110,9i 81~.oi 
+4485 146,51 941,8i 
+4287 118,11 795,8l 
+3919 105,6% 747.6S 
+3484 116.61 950,8, 
+4286 118.11 795.8% 
+3988 111,01 802.4% 
+3551 109,71 974.3% 
+3083 120.11 921.2i 
+3919 105.61 747.61 
1177 +3551 109,71 974,3i 
113~ · +3082 122.1i 963,71 
1077 +2615 103,7i 781,6% 
1126 +3484 116,6% 950,8% 
1112 +3083 120.11 921.2i 
1011 +2615 103.7i 781.61 
1045 +2214 101.31 981.71 
387 +1661 22,9% 175,71 
286 +1234 21.61 204,21 
234 +991 21.11 217,4% 
199 +935 21,01 227,li 
229 +949 21.os 223.61 
169 +880 20.51 231,91 
171 +902 20.11 238.2% 
1~5 +879 21.01 244,41 
169 +s8o 20,ss 231,91 
170 +922 20.1• 238,91 
. 
TABLE XXIV 
SUMMARY REPORT 
MEAN•ABS•DEV 
AVG MAX 
895,41 
1005,09 
1017,28 
1014,72 
921,86 
926.89 
896,49 
860,44 
1046,98 
1044,50 
1011.11 
966,82 
1063.18 
1063,32 
1030,94 
987.29 
1044,28 
1036,77 
1012,68 
969,18 
322,52 
262,33 
223,60 
194,01 
194.71 
158.12 
144,63 
134,50 
175,22 
158,60 
2128104 
2502,61 
2669,12 
2923.20 
2152.37 
2234,77 
2253,25 
2182.78 
2620,94 
2769.85 
2766,62 
2651,70 
2997,96 
3112,79 
3060,91 
2Y22,45 
3212.67 
3269,83 
3184.27 
3018.21 
a21,oo 
746,86 
689,11 
641,78 
451.64 
401,32 
36,,6 .18 
.341.42 
504,86 
474.~0 
NO. E N 0 • 0 F • R U N V A L U E S 
O•C EXPECT AVERAGE TRENU MAO SUMDELTA 
54 
27 
12 
6 
14 
8 
5 
5 
2 
2 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
l 
O' 
0 
l 
0 
51 
51 
51 
50 
53 
53 
53 
l__,;5 2 
52 
5l 
. ' 
2745 
2659 
2265 
1791 
2977 
2572 
2025 
1473 
2573 
2073 
1477 
924 
2025 
1477 
882 
370 
1474 
924 
r:;~ 
370 
70 
1703 
1773 
1753 
1716 
1896 
1843 
1778 
1720 
1843 
1719 
2745,4 
265'1,2 
2264,9 
1791.2 
2745.5 
2745,5 
2745.5 
2745,5 
265Y,O 
265'1,0 
265Y,O 
265'1,0 
2265.1 
2265,1 
2265,1 
226),l 
1191,4 
1791.4 
1791,4 
1791.4 
246t),8 
2569,9 
2540,3 
2487,3 
2469,3 
2469,3 
246Y,3 
2469,3 
2s1u,1 
257Uel 
+o.oo 
+o.oo 
+o.oo 
+o.oo 
+23,13 
•17.32 
•72,06 
•127.22 
•17,31 
• 
•117.16 
•236,32 
•347,02 
-12.01 
•236.33 
'\, •414. 85 
•568,43 
•127.19 
•347,00 
•568,41 
•744.69 
+0,00 
+o .• oo 
+0,00 
+0,00 
+27,88 
+20 .15 
+10.66 
+2,41 
+20.16 
+t.69 
2087.52 
2397.11 
2522.98 
2456,32 
2210.63 
2268,49 
2243.62 
2124.20 
2611.15 
2669,68 
2561.70 
2343,36 
2745.67 
2701,55 
2484,94 
2189,tl 
2566,40 
2405,90 
2101.76 
1681.73 
+23063 
+11070 
+6141 
+3432 
+1674 
•929 
•2326 . 
•3116 
•928 
•2702 
•3719 
•4211 
•2326 
•3720 
•4455 
•4699 
•3114 
•4212 
•4697 
•4 720 
657,59 +25544 
441.80 f +17782 
287.11 +13839 · 
191,14 +11163 
354.29 +13300 
310,56 +10023 
277,96 +7984 
245.72 +6365 
27~.37 +10026 
248t99 +7652 
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' ITEM IDENTIFICATION --- GOOD LAWN 
FCST USE SIC UNlT•lRROR 
METH SEAS ALPHA BlTA AVG MAX 
TRNO YE:S .20 ,30 156 +923 
1ST TRNl) YES .20 .40 150 +879 
TRNl) YES ,30 .io 171 +902 
TRNO YES ,30 • 20 156 +923 
2NO TRNO YES ,30 ,30 152 +900 
TRNO YES ,30 ,40 155 +835 
TRNO YES ,40 .10 155 +A79 
lST TRNU YES ,40 .20 1~0 +679 
TRNO YES ,40 ,30 155 +835 
TRNO YES ,40 ,40 158 ' +793 
Source: 
· , 
TABLE XXIV (Continued) 
SUMMARY REPORT 
FURNITUHE 
PEHCENT•E.RROR MEAN•ABS•DEV NO. 
AVG MAX AVG MAX o·c 
21.11 243,8»; 147,79 456.63 49 
21,6' 250.01: 142,23 439,96 46 
20.11 238.27; 164,37 539.17 51 
.. 
21.11 243,81 1s1,2s s27,50 49 , 
21. 7'1. 249,31: 147,23 ~34,91 44 
22,51 256,31 148,73 534,68 35 
21.01 244.4, 151,71 ~75.23 51 
21.61 250,0i 146,38 601.73 43 
22,51 256,3% 150,22 606,86 37 
23,31 264,61 1s2,01 590,73 27 
~ichigan: Burroughs 
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E N 0 
- 0 f • R u N V A L U E s 
EXPECT AVERAGE TRENO MAO SUMDELTA 
1712 2570.1 •17.76 222.21 +5951 
1659 257011 •33.06 224.00 . +4535 
1778 254U .• 5 +10,70 202.01 +7965 
1712 2540,~ •17,75 188,40 +~951 
1650 2540,5 •44,83 202,69 +4402 
1606 2540,5 •63,70 236,53 +3115 
1720 2481.4 +2,43 ·167.36 +6363 
1659 2487.4 •33,06 185.66 +4536 
1606 2487,4 •63~70 ' 223.38 +3116 
1576 2481,4 •8t,35 252,f4 +1977 
months. Balancing the forecast against goods on hand, 
the plant manager can schedule future production to 
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avoid the danger of over- or under-stocking when orders 
start flowing in. Although exponential smoothing has 
been applied only to these two areas of high volume 
sales Uniroyal has plans to use this techniques for 
other products later. Exponential smoothing was intro-
duced at Uniroyal in 1961 because the manual forecasting 
techniques then in use proved to be clumsy, time con-
suming and inaccurate. :Prior to the introduction of ex-
ponential smoothing Uniroyal's sales department relied 
upon methods based on judgement applied to the previous 
year's sales. Ordinarily data for two yea.rs (monthly) 
are included in the estimate of the moving average. Us-
ing the IBM 360 computer the smoothing constant, delta 
factor and R factor (all mentioned in Chapter III) are 
calculated easily and quickly. In forecasting demand 
for tires Uniroyal has found it necessary to change the 
value of the smoothing constant, (increase) when error 
in the forecast exceeds predetermined limits. Like most 
companies, Uniroyal has found single smoo,thing to be 
quite satisfactory. Trends and seasonal effects are in-
cluded in the smoothing technique. In the footwear divi-
sion it has been found advantageous to make adjustment 
for seasonal effects during the fall when, "back to 
i ' 
school" business increases the demand for these canvas 
products. To give such a period its proper attention 
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and prevent its weighted index from providing a false 
picture, each month's sales are smoothed out by seasonal 
factors. A base series of two or more years is computed 
when accounting for the seasonal effects. Forecast error 
is noted in all smoothing calculations and the error is 
calculated monthly for each item in order to determine 
the safety stocks required. 
Briefly summarizing Uniroyal's implementation of 
exponential smoothing, the newest sales data is each 
month fed into the computer. Then weighted seasonal and 
trend factors for each product are calculated. Thus, 
each monthly forecast has the value of being based on 
the latest known facts. In turn, this revises the monthly 
forecast so that the reports on sales predicted for April 
in March differs only slightly from what was indicated in 
the February print-out. 
What has exponential smoothing meant to Uniroyal? 
1. Reduction in paper work. 
2. More efficient handling of estimates in the 
sales department. 
3. Better production scheduling, hence, improved 
customer service. 
Uniroyal has achieved a unique way of forecasting 
I ~ 
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sales for new products. In the footwear division, Uni-
royal has found that by matching the new product against 
a forecast of a product it most closely resembles an ac-
curate forecast for the new product can be achieved. The 
same numerical factors are used until enough sales data 
on the new product bas been amassed to allow the compu-
ter to calculate pertinent, weighted, seasonal and trend 
averages. At the same time, the sales department is 
making its own forecasts, though not in the detail pro-
vided by inventory control's prediction. If the two 
projections vary sharply Gere's people sit down with 
sales people and find out the reason for the departure. 3 
Honeywell, Inc. 
Honeywell, Inc. makes thousands of different 
electronic, electrical and pneumatic types and models of 
automatic control instruments. 1966 sales, $914,384,094 
a.re five times greater than sales in 1952 of $165,710,384. 
Honeywell's Heating and Air Conditioning Division 
finds itself in an expanding market. It manufactur e s 
over 7,000 relatively low-priced items ranging from cool-
ing and air conditioning controls to swimming pool con-
trols. Honeywell introduced exponential smoothing in 
3Letter from William S. Gere of Uniroyal, Inc. 
dated October 17, 1967. 
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1964 to achieve a sales forecast improvement. Using 
data processing equipment the sales forecasting depart-
ment has found that all 7,000 products can be easily 
forecasted with a large reduction of clerical work. They 
have tried multiple exponential smoothing techniques but 
dropped it rather soon when double and/or triple exponen-
tial smoothing proved of little additional value while 
complicating the system. The smoothing constant is 
calculated (rather than estimated) on the basis of se-
lected observations and history and demand rates for 
their products. If nece~~ary, they may change the smooth-
ing constant for any of their 7,000 products to respond 
to trends. They include the past three months of actual 
demand in their initial estimate of the moving average. 
A forecast error is also caloulated. 4 
Eli Lilly Company 
The Eli Lilly Company is a large diversified drug 
corporation (1966 sales of $366 million). In the United 
States they have about 950 prescription drug products in 
over 2,000 package sizes. Exponential smoothing was in-
troduced at the Lilly Company in January, 1967 after ex-
perimentation before introduction revealed that exponen-
tial smoothing yielded better forecasts and faster re-
4Letter from James A. Seabloom of Honeywell, Inc., 
9 6 
covery for inventory control purposes than other conven-
tional methods of forecasting. Prior to the exponential 
smoothing utilization Lilly relied on graphic forecasts 
entered into a computer program which generated monthly 
production requirements on the basis of predicted sales 
inventory levels, withdrawals, and other production con-
straints, such as uniform workload, optimum lot size, 
etc. 
Lilly uses a 12 month moving average in order to 
deseasonalize the data. The company does not calculate 
the smoothing constant. Rather, it is available on file 
for each time series. Although the smoothing constant 
is not much adaptive it is changed when the model de-
tects trouble and makes a shift. The smoothing factor 
is usually 0.1 but may be changed within the range of 
.06 to .24. How long the smoothing factor remains con-
stant depends on the model and the behavior of the par-
ticular time series involved. First order adjusted 
smoothing is used with characteristics described by 
Robert G. Brown. John R. Virts, Staff Economist for Eli 
Lilly and Compan~ reports adjusted smoothing is used be-
cause when the computer program was written it was the 
latest thing in common usage. For seasonal adjustments 
dated August 8, 1967. 
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tbe company uses a base series of a twelve component 
section. Tbe elements of the vector a.re updated by 
simple exponential smootbing every montb (only one com-
ponent is altered by tbe new information from sales). 
Tbe vector is tben so normalized tbat its total com-
ponents amount to twelve. Multiplicative models are 
used so tbese factors are modified according to fore-
casts. A 2.5 mean average deviation accounts for fore-
cast errors.5 
Tbe older computerized inventory control system 
saved many bours of clerical work and made possible 
reasonably good inventory control. Tbe recent sbift to 
exponential smootbing actually consumes more computer 
time than tbe old system. However, tbe shift to an ex-
ponential smootbing technique reduced the clerical staff 
at Eli Lilly and Company by two women and has permitted 
a considerable reduction of inventories. 6 
Champion Spark Plug Company 
The Champion Spark Plug Company manufactures 
spark plugs for internal combustion, diesel and turbine 
5Letter from John R. Virts of Eli Lilly and Com-
pany dated October 31, 1967. 
6Ibid. 
i 
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engines. The number of products marketed is over 300. 
In 1966 net sales were over 153 million dollars. This 
figure is $20,000,000 more than 1965 sales. In the past 
inventories were determined by ta.king moving averages on 
historical data. Sales were predicted through the use of 
correlation of historical data with external indicators 
of business activity such as Gross National Product, et~ 
Internal statistical data is also relied upon to create 
a more comprehensive picture of future sales predictions. 
Simple exponential smoothing was introduced in 
1965 to test out its advantages in controlling spark 
plug inventories for better customer service. Although 
the technique has been utilized for over two years the 
Champion Spark Plug Company feels that no graduation to 
more complicated exponential smoothing techniques is re-
quired. Consequently, simple smoothing with a seasonal 
adjustment remains in use. A base series of 12 months 
is used and a.n estimate of the smoothing constant has 
proven to be adequate. The smoothing technique is used 
for all products with its greatest benefit having occurred 
in a reduction of computer running time. 7 
7Letter from E. H. Reifeis of Cha.mpion Spark Plug 
Company dated November 20, 1967. 
!\, I 
t 
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Brown & Sharpe Company 
Brown & Sharpe, a leader in the machine tool in-
dustry showed sales of over $80,000,000 in 1966. Located 
primarily in North Kingstown, Rhode Island, a modern 
production facility should continue to assist in estab-
lishing Brown & Sharpe's solid position. 
Under certain circumstances exponential smoothing 
has proven to be an inefficient forecasting technique as 
asserted by Brown & Sharpe. The following make the 
adoption of exponential smoothing unwise: 
A. Where there are only a few items to forecast 
and the cost of these items i~ relatively 
high. 
B. Where there is a great deal of noise in the 
forecast because of the nature of the industry. 
C. Where the forecasting process is performed in-
frequently. 
D. Where lead time is great. 
E. Where cyclical variations are prevalent and 
the reasons for these variations cannot be 
definitely ascertained. 
Cyclical variations are prevalent in the machine 
tool industry. Although Brown and Sharpe Company is 
making progress in determining why these variations occur 
in their business the reas ons for the variations have not 
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definitely been ascertained. Brown and Sharpe's Machine 
Tool Uivision manufactures a relatively low volume of 
individual machine tools. The products are highly 
priced. The lead time for delivery of a large machine 
tool is now from 12 to 18 months. Forecasting is done 
by the marketing department on a dollar basis and judge-
ment is utilized by production control personnel to de-
termine what the requirements for a particular machine 
tool will be each year. These forecasts a.re reevaluated 
each quarter, but extensive lead time does not affect 
inventory or production. The company has experimented 
with exponential smoothing with little success. Using 
historical figures for the year 1963, Brown and Sharpe 
tried to predict figures for 1964. Comparing the re-
sults to actual figures showed that calculated figures 
constantly lagged behind actual demand. The smoothing 
constant was changed, the forecast errors were analyzed 
but to no avail. It was found impossible to eliminate 
noise in the forecast. Methods based on judgement which 
were inaccurate within the range of 10 to 15 per cent 
proved to be closer to actual figures than exponential 
smoothing. The two primary reasons for not using ex-
ponential smoothing as stated by Mr. J. A. Newton, Man-
ager, Operations Manufacture and Control were; the time 
to make the product is too long and the volume of pro-
duction is comparatively low. 8 
8statement by J. A. Newton of Brown & Sharpe 
Company, personal interview on October 15, 1967. 
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CONCLUSION 
This study reports various methods used in sales 
and production forecasting. However, the main purpose 
of this paper is to present evidence that the exponen-
tial smoothing method is one of the best. 
When choosing a forecasting system the most im-
portant criterion is accuracy. Let us begin with exam-
ination of a trend analysis approach to forecasting. 
Time series analysis treats sales data as though it were 
produced by one stable casual phenomenon. Inherent in 
this technique is the al lotment of equal weight to each 
piece of data. The technique is questionable in its 
validity - not questionable in terms of the vigor of its 
mathematical computation, but questionable in the l ight 
of the total span of history to the job of forecasting 
the immediate future. For recent history is more rele-
vant as a base of computation, than the earlier points 
of time. A time series technique cannot track a chang-
ing demand pattern. Hence, it is difficult for manage-
ment to minimize adverse consequences of uncertainty, or 
to capitalize upon the opportunities created by unfore-
seen possibilities. This inability to change with a 
changing character of demand is a major weakness in the 
use of this statistical forecasting technique. 
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The best that can be said for correlation analy-
sis is that the use of economic indicators is a supple-
ment to other forecasting devices. Lead-lag relation-
ships are sought between a firm's sales and some outside 
indicators. Correlation is of little use for predicting 
demand on a monthly or weekly basis as required in pro -
duction and inventory control. 
No series leads with consistency . The turning 
points shown by indicators are to a considerable degree 
accidental. Unpredictable events such as weather or 
labor strikes, may distort the position of peaks and 
troughs in the life of an indicator thus having little 
forecasting value for a company. 
Subjective forecasting techniques sometimes are 
surprisingly accurate, however, they do not provide con-
sistent reliability and their value is, like correlation 
analysis, a supplement to other devices. 
We must choose a forecasting technique which will 
deal effectively with the possibility of change in the 
character of demand. A system that will track a chang-
ing pattern of demand and change its interpretation of 
this history can be established by giving different 
weights to various segments of past experience in esti -
mating what the future will be . The concept of a moving 
average or more specifically a weighted moving average 
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would seem to be the answer. It can allot more weight 
to the latest periods of demand history than to demand 
that occurred long ago . It is possible to discount in 
favor of the most recent experience. As mentioned 
earlier some form of a moving average is in common usage 
as a forecasting tool in industry today. The disadvan-
tage of employing a moving average as a forecasting tool 
is primarily the requirement of numerous data which 
necessitates l ong files. 
Exponential smoothing has solved that problem. A 
prediction can be made in any period based on current 
sales data for the item, but in such a way that only one 
number (the most recent estimate for the current period) 
must be retained to be combined with latest incoming 
sales information. 
This system has the characteristics of a good 
prediction technique. The forecast calculation is fast 
and easy because onl y a limited amount of informa tion 
should be maintained. It makes compensations for demand 
pictures with a marked trend and/ or seasonal patterns . 
The extension of the basic exponential smoothing sys tem 
to take these two factors into account is not difficult. 
Although more information is required with this s lightly 
more complex model the accuracy of prediction is in-
creased for most items . 
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In summary, exponential smoothing has several ad-
vantages over more conventional methods. It provides 
accurate forecasts while requiring less information. 
And it responds more rapidly to sudden shi fts in the de-
mand picture. 
It is visible from the paper, that a system need 
not be c omplex to be accurate. The field r esearch per-
formed has confirmed this hypothesis. Most of the com-
panies queried revealed that their use of exponential 
smoothing in its simple or adjusted form proved success-
ful. Indeed, a s imple system of f orecastin g demand can 
be viewed as a necessity, for the cost of a complex sys-
tem would not justify its results. One must remember 
that forecasts are often made for thousands of products. 
It must be done on a routine basis so that prediction 
can be obtained quickly and at a low ·cost in terms of 
computing time a nd information storage. Exponential 
s moothing has th e se chaFacteristics . 
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